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Editorial. 
Salutations and greetings to Semper #7. Yes only one more to go and 
what an action packed edition we have for you this time. In this edi-
tion we welcome the return of Wildside (II), the mad, the bizarre and 
the surreal from around the world. We also have some new offerings, 
such as "Caring Understanding Nineties Type", the weird and wacl<y 
Kent Worsley enlightens us with his philosophies on transplanted kid-
neys {?), Stephen Cameron presents a round up of on the end milleni-
um "A Time To Kill", also that guru of good fashion and hair styles, 
Treasurer fVicheal Barry, unveil the plans to the forum area. Of course 
we still have all the regulars, "In the Vat" Rands, Snoops and Ferns tell 
us their favourite drinking stories (as if they can remember), Jeff 
Buchanan presents a commentary on swotvac in "Swotvac Fever", 
poetry, short stories plus CD, Theatre, Video, film reviews and much 
more. What more can you want?! This edition is chock-a-block with 
stuff that will give both your funny bones and brain cells a work out. 
So far this year we've presented such a wide array of articles that 
can't even remember what was in issue #1. For instance we've pub 
iished so many articles about so many different things, eg Northern 
Ireland, VSU, Nuclear Testing, environment, Queer Tribes, etc 
As most of you will already know by now the annual 
Student Union elections are coming up on 16-20 Sept, 
I can't stress enough the importance of you voting 
Each student pays $240 a year, now that's 
no small figure so unless you usually 
piss your money down a drain 
regularly, then VOTE! 
Well, bye for now, 
MARCUS BROWN. 
^ \. • s. 
tters 
JBK, 
Though your article is carefully weighed and free of idiotic 
hyperbole, your position is too eKtreme, and ignores film (and 
teleuision) as art. 
The attitude that art is merely entertainment goes with a concept 
that something only has merit if it is morally right. Aesthetic and 
moral judgements should be separated, and we should 
attempt to do so. 
Vour holding of such a position is shown by your lumping together of 
"Natural Born Killers" with "Under Siege". One is a satire analysing 
our uiolent culture, the other Is a Steuen Seagal splatter-flick. Vour 
suggestions apply to all films, not Just ones under the R or MR 
ratings. Stricter ratings and a similar but fundamentally different 
document would be a better suggestion. 
Uiolence has peruaded and desensitised modern society, but your 
solution is seuere and strikes at the freedom of eKpresslon essential 
to creatiuity. 
Rdam Burke 
NOi I dbh not say thai art is merely entertainment, fls for art, it • 
should be remembered that none of the titans of past centuries -
neither Michelangelo nor Rembrandt nor EL Greco nor Shakespeare 
- uias euer free to insult and/or belittle thd fundamental beliefs ' 
of his church and people. Nor until modern times did any of them 
euen m^nt to...Vet despite these political inhibitions Shakespeai^ e 
and Chaucer managed to produce works generally^hought to haue 
artistic merit. They were^also popular successes in their oujn 
time, unlike "Natural Born Killers" or "The Last Temptation of ^ 
Christ", mhich the critics hailed as "art" but the public thought 
Uias not ujorth their time or money. They sauj themselues as 
eiitertainers first, artists second If at all. 
I ujould rate Frahk Capra - maker of mouies like "Mr Smith Goejs 
To Washington" and "It's fl lUonderful Life" - as a filnrt artist long 
^ before Oliuer Stone's name euen occurred to me. 
Speaking of Natural Born Killers - which I haue not yet had inflict-
ed upon my senses, fortunately - John Grisham (of "The Firm' 
' fame) is presently suing Oliuer Stone because two kids, after 
matching NBK seueral times, did the same as the "heroes' of that ' 
film, ie: hooped in a car^nd murdered people randomly along the 
may, one of the uictims being one of Grisham's best friends.^  
•^ Gulliuer's Trauels" or "Animal Farm" is satire: NBK is uiolent trash i 
that.inspired seueral murders. 
Technically speaking, yes, a code of conduct mould be limiting, but 
mould only affect those people mho mish to drag the audience 
into the gutter mith them. Remember, there Is a line betmeen 
criticism and shock - you can do the former mithout the latter, fls 
seen aboue, those usually considered as artists had much stricter 
controls on their eKpression, yet still far outstripped the success 
of Hojlymood's "artists" in the thirty years since the old censor-
ship system mas remoued. 
Cows say rr.oo 
Cats say miaow 
Dogs say ivoof 
Morses neigh 
pigeons coo 
Lions r o a r 
YET WE FIND I T NECESSARY TO CREATE 
A VOCABULARY OF OVER 2 5 , 0 0 0 WORDS 
Bor i s was a t r a n s p l a n t e d 
k idney. He v/as s ick and t i r e d of f i l t e r i n g blood gunk and shoot ing i t 
down the tube to the b ladder whore i t became a p a s t e l yellov;. One day 
ho thought he 'd be smart and change i t t o v e l v e t b l u e . 
Kric wasn't feeling norir.al thiij morning. 
Perhaps he shoulcln't ;:ree-basod last night before bod. 
As he proceeded to his b^jthroorn he ."c;.iced a t i l e s l i p 
on his t i l ed wall. As he pushed i t back into place, the 
a\:n behind i t fired. 
i:e didn't 
Eric wasn't Leelinq hi:tisel:. today. 
jcra.T.ia the Bull Frog was going 
through a mid-life crisis. iie spent 
r:iost of the day crtKsing the lily 
ponds for young, 
perspective tadpoles to date and 
marked them down in his little black 
book. 
But alas, he hopped too near the 
punip and became frog leg pate. 
Alas, mid-life crises are cruel 
,<f'';«*!'§«V^ 
."Srnft^" 
• iHs-
Bo Bo v/as a kangaroo in r.eed ot a c u l t 
Lollowing. 
As he bounded across the plains 
ponderiro uhe point, a bullet entered 
his skull killing hiiri instantly. 
The gun, a colt. Tn his last living 
n^ ciinents as his brains baked onto the 
hot dissert rock, 
he craved bcnana£>. 
V'.-f'-}' 
fi''\;':W&>3 
,^if»f. 
,v T!' flflT" 
Scientists iiay we are ignorant not tc 
question nature. 
Naturalists say we :Tiust save 
nature. 
Nudists say "Get back tc nature" 
I reckon nature is a word 
Etartina with "n". 
tfi V .*« ''/ *i 
k--'-••/' •'JBL-.W-" ••-•-J.' I I B 
, ^ ^ C v 
If se:-: is so good 
Why i s n ' t i t c a l l e d 
BEER? 
(by popular 
demand) 
Vef another round-up of the 
mad, the bizarre and the surreal 
from around the world 
6 
Bulgarian police had to escort three psychic medi-
ums from an airfield near Shtraklevo, after the 
crowd of 1,500 turned ugly when the promised 
landing of aliens didn't eventuate. Radka 
Trifonova, Zdravka Krumova and Ekaterina 
Nikiforova foretold the arrival of eight spaceships 
from planet Krissi. According .to the mediums 
Krissians promised to pay off Bulgaria's crippling 
national debt. Their non-appearance v/as initially 
blamed on NATO planes which vjere said to he 
scaring extraterrestials away; then the mediums 
proclaimed the aliens did not land because 
Bulgarian president refused to attend the ceremo-
ny. 
[API 12/9/1995 
The nc.idcmic worjd of tho '*)()s onco nj^ nin has nil 
egg on its colleciivL' face. Respected academic 
journal called "Sixrial Text" has published in one 
of its latest issues an article by New York 
Univcrsily physici.st Alan Sokoi, titled 
"TrnnSf^ressin}^ tlie Boundaries: Towards a 
Transformative Ilermenautics of Quantum 
Gravity". Heavily footnoted, containing exten-
sive bibliography, and like so many articles of 
this kind, totally unreadable, the article postulat-
ed the thesis that reality doesn't exist. Sokol's 
article vvas very -.veil received by the academic 
fraternity until Sokol himself came out saying 
the article was a joke designed to prove that the 
more pompous, unreadable and full of jargon 
the work is the greater its chances of success and 
acceptance. To add insults to injury Sokol 
revealed that the article was gibberish - it didn't 
mean anything. 
"The Sunday Mail" 23/6/1996 
In another case of academic waffle-
exposure, a former shepherd, Frank St. 
George, and his son have written a book 
called "Clear English." They recom-
mend the reading aloud of passages to 
"root out the pretensions and jargon." 
This is intended to prevent 
gems of nonsense such as one 
critic's: "Journalistic-scientific actuality 
reportage fails to scan abstract-reality 
hyperobjects, thus screening out real 
cyberspace emergence, as it comes to us 
out of "front end" netware from the 
near future, invading the CNS by tuning 
it through biofeedback to the plane of 
neuro-electric consistency." Which 
means, in a nutshell, "Journalists and 
scientists have ignored technology." 
"TheWoekend Australian," 24-25 August 1996 
A .sea monster or just badly decomposed 
unusual whale? These 7.5 meter long 
remains were hauled aboard a Malaysian 
fishing trawler off the island resort of 
Langkawi. It was tossed back into the sea 
because the fi.shermen allegedly feared it 
was a dragon. Only this photograph 
remains... 
"The Evening Standard"(UK), 28/5/1996 
If you thought that Nancy Reagan and 
as t ro logy were woird, take thi.<3: 
Hi'.'.ary Clinto.-! corunur.icating with 
the ghost of another (very forir.orj 
F i r s t tady Eleanor Roosovolt. Thanks 
tc psychic guru Jean Hou!;ton of tho 
Foundation tor Mind Reaearch, 
f i i l la ry v;aG a b ' e to "vi .Tjal iss" the 
great dc-parted :;;;ch as Mrs Roosevelt 
and Mai'.atma Ga.".dhi and hold conver-
satio!:;^ with thc:ii "as a v;ay of look-
ing fit i;er own 
f.i'^n and place 
clan .Tic mcothod 
idean when or^ ie 
! ]Ay-\ I'^fCtAa] 
Ko:::;::o:;, a :'o'. 
m i d w - f o " ( ? ) . Tl 
C. i n t o n drew 
wi rli .TeiJUK 
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"The Australian" 24/6/1996; "The Couior Mail" 
25/6/1996 
75,300 tenants of the Yorkshire equivalent of 
Housing Conrimission were n i^ystifiod after receiv-
ing offic'al letter telling them to aririoy their neigh-
bours and to use their driveways and gardens to 
break up cars - all under the threat of evictior.. The 
bureaucrats later had to apologise to all residents 
for omitting the word "not", 
"Sussex Evening Argu5"(UK) 24 September 1995 
...AND THE NEWS OF THE DAY IS... 
{ headlines from the world's press) 
"Physicist recommends bigger balls to slow 
down male tennis p'ayers" 
"The Guardian", 18/2/95 
"Bodies in the garden are a plant says wife" 
"Hong Kong Standard", undated 
"Missing teen tied to bones" -
"San Jose Mercury News", 4/5/95 
"Swedish jet hijacked by a bread roll" 
"International Herald Tribune", 29/6/95 
"Shark dies biting man" 
"The Courier Mail", 10/1/94 
"Chicken banned from crossing the road" 
"Daily Mail", 16/7/94 
"Mangoes bring down plane" 
"The Sunday Mail", 7/7/96 
In our first "Wildside" we reported on 
mysterious critter called popobawa said to 
be terrorising Zar^ibar. It novr appears 
that Puerto Rieans are also being haunted 
by another mysterious guest, called 
Chupacabras, or Goatsucker. The creature 
is described as hairy vrith red eyes and is 
being held responsible for mutilations of 
dozens of domestic and vrild animals 
which are found drained of blood and with 
their guts ripped out. In one of the latest 
incidents of the wave, Chupacabras is said 
to have even disembov/eled a stuffed 
tecdy bear in a house in the city of 
Caguas. The official version blames the 
animal deaths on wild monkeys. Puerto 
Rieans are not convinced but as far as we 
knov/ neither any secret govermnent 
agencies nor Satanists have yet been 
dragged into the controversy. In the Post 
Script to the story, we hear that the wave 
of sightings and mutilations have reached 
El Salvador, Mexico and the United States, 
especially states with large Latino popula-
tions. 
"New York Daily News" 22/11/1995 
The Route 666 along which characters from 
Oliver Stone's "Natural Born Killers" kill 52 
people is a real road. It runs for over 200 miles 
form Utah to New Mexico and it claims above 
average number of drink-drive and hit-and-
run killings, even boasting its own running-
over serial killer dubbed the Mad Trucker. It 
was originally called Route 666 in the 1930s 
without any occult connotations, but now the 
local Navajo Indians are lobbying for the 
name change - not only are many of them 
fundamentalist Christians but even in their 
native lore the number six is considered evil. 
The authorities, as authorities usually do, 
blame the bad happenings on poor lighting, 
dangerous curves and the fact that the road 
leads from Indian reservations to the nearest 
pub. 
"The Guardian"(UK) 7/8/1995 
An unfortunate occurrence marred 
what otherwise would have been a 
peaceful and dignified funeral service 
in Gravesend (!), Kent. It seems that 
the curate Andy Williams of the All 
Saints church forgot to completely 
wipe the tape which has just played 
the deceased's request "Nessun 
Dorma", with the result that the 
mourners were then treated to Rod 
Stewart singing "If you want my body, 
and you think I'm sexy". 
"TheD2i!yMirror"(UK), 5/1/1996 
It's from New Zealand but It's not Sheep 
News #3. John Maich grows those gigantic 
New Guinea beans on his farm north of 
Auckland. The largest pod is over 2 m long. 
The question "why?" begs the answer 
especially since at those size Ihe New 
Guinea beans are considered inedible. 
"Tile New York Times" 7/4/1956 
Looli at the size of them 
JOHN MAICH. r> ^:.v i ; . , ,.•:: •rr--t. - | r t . r . . . : 'o-
;i ity .-yy. -y t r i ; 1 '.••;, \,,,\- <-.', •y:ci • V -:' a- ,•-;. \ 
'\\-\-:v,\-i\'-.\>..?.,'\- -A h\\ A.\:.A '•^I'w'.y:- \ - -. 
';--\T. 'v.: \-K< A" ' - ' ' l l l l ' , • . :>•.! •? t ' ' : ! ' ' vA • •• ! • -
; ;:• ••f:>T<-,l i : icJ :.•••-.:. \ t '-rt -• •' ••:"•: 1^^'r. 
THE SHEEP NEWS # 1: In an unusual aid to mis-
sionary efforts in Papua New Guinea, a stuffed 
lamb was flown from VVollaton Hall Museum in 
Nottingham to the antipodean jungles. It seems 
that the local children, afler reading about lanbs 
in the Bible were extremely curious about the 
appearance of those creatures which they've never 
seen before. One wonders why a stuffed sheep 
had to be flown over 10,000 miles when ust 
across Ine Torres Straits we have pleniy of sheep 
which can be used in religious instruction. 
"Tlie Times "25/3/1996 
THE SHEEP NEWS # 2: Two young oifenoers 
were arrested in Palmerston North, New Zealand, 
after breaking into Barbarella's sex shop. The 
teenagers were under the influence of alcohol and 
could not remember the incident which invoWod 
them fiseing on bicycles, pursued by the public. 
Their loot, dropped during the pursuit, included a 
blow-up woman, drinking mug in the shape of 
vagina and (surprise, surprise) a blow-up sheep. 
The quote of the nrionth goes to Sergeant OIlie 
Outrim vvho commented: "We have not yet ascer-
tained why a sex shop should be stocking blow-up 
sheep, especially as Palmerston North has a large 
sheep population." 
"New Zealand Herald" 24/2/1996 
Some archaeologists say that the 
ancient standing stones of Uestern 
Europe had their role in fertility 
magic- It seems that today's equiv-
alent of megoliths and dolmens are 
certain chairs at the supermarket 
check-out counters- The Birkat 
Yosef supermarket in Ashodi Israeli 
has a claim to fame in that every 
woman uho sits on a certain seat 
becomes pregnant very soon after-
wards. The first cashier discovered 
she was pregnant after several 
weeksi her replacement also lasted 
only few weeks. The owner's wife who 
had to temporarily sit-in-i soon 
found out she was p-egnant with her 
ninth child. The next store worker 
was forced to sit on the chair -
she was over fortyi already had six 
children and was advised by her 
doctor not to become pregnant again 
- shei too-i lasted only a month. 
The first cashier to find out the 
magic effects of the chair was then 
sent to work on that check-out 
again and became pregnant only 
three months after giving birth to 
her previous child. ID supermarket 
workers in total "fell victim" of 
the chair-i before its fane spread 
far and wide and it had to be hid-
den in the store's bomb shelter. 
Even theni the chair is credited 
with a further ES births- There are 
similar stories circulating about 
check-out chairs ir the UK. 
"Ycdiol .Aharonoi", 3i,'5/"99-5 
In the tradition of Japanese sold ers still su.Tender-
ing well into the 1960s and 70s on isolated Pacific 
islands, comes this story of the Vietnam veteran 
hark from... wherever he was. lr late February, the 
73-ycar old Master Sergeant Mateo Sabog turned 
up at a Social Security Administration office in 
Rossvillc, Georgia, to apply for benefits. The only 
problem was, as far as ever^ 'onc was concerned, 
Sabog was dead. He was missing in action twenty-
six years ago, was declared dead by the Army 17 
years ago, his name is on the Vietnam Veterans' 
Memorial in Washington ard in 1995 the 
Vietnamese government returned bones that were 
supposed to be his. Sabog did noi have any iden-
tification on him but his identity was confirmed 
through fingerprints. It is not known where he was 
for that quarter of a century, how he managed to 
stay "institutionally invisible" or why he chose to 
reappear to the world. 
"The New York Times" 7/3/1996 
THE NEWS JUST IN: fiffef pfofesfs ffom ftifi JEIUISII 
and Gefnion coiiiinuiiifies in Guareinolo [tie German clieml-
cal compDnij Qaije! i i i i i l ieui the ad fof ils msec! sprai]. II 
seems M k adverllsini) sloyan 'Sudden dealli is a 
Oeriiian specjalfij" ujss not found lo be pafh'cyjarlij clever. 
"The Courier Mail" 16/8/1996 
An English fviethodist lay preacher, Arnold 
Kellett, has translated a new version of the 
Gospels, under the premise that Jesus was a 
"working lad" (a carpenter by trade), wfio 
spoke in a "Northern" (ie, Galilee) accent. 
Kellett has therefore retold tb,e story of 
Christ in a Yorkshire dialect. Instead of "Rise 
up and follow me," Jesus now beckons his 
disciples with "come wi me lads." One of the 
chapter titles is "Peter Gets a Height Tellin'-
off" , which is Yorkshire for "Get Thee 
Behind Me, Satan." At the Nativity, one of 
the shepherds asks Joseph if they can "have 
a peep at' t'baby." To cap it all off, the 
Roman soldier at the foot of the Cross says 
Jesus "wor a reight grand chap," Kellett, 
though, is not joking: his version of the New 
Testament, called "Ee by Gum Lord" is "not 
a bit of a giggle," "It is a serious attempt to 
bring out the meaning of familiar pas-
sages," he says. When asked to comment, 
the Archbishop of York said "This seems very 
interesting." 
"The V'/eekond Australian," 24-25 August 
1996. 
compiled by the Men f rom Area 51 
( with acknowledgments, as always, t^  
"Fortean Times", that brilliant and insan 
monthly round-up of wor ld news on para-
normal, unexplained and just plain bizarre 
and hilarious; available in Australia througt 
Richard Gwynn-Seary, 5 Eureka Court, S 
Palm Avenue, Bellara, Bribie Island 4507 ) 
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!Tt the moment, ybui- Union is finalising plans for a neuj student forum area, to replace the existing area 
outside the main refectory. Under this proposal, this entire area mill be rebuilt and refurbished at a cost of 
$470 006. The hem fdrum area mill prouide easier direct access betmeen the eHisting forum area and the 
:SchoneM Pizza Cafe, alloming a smoother flom of student traffic. Of particular note are the tmo hem areas 
the plan alloms. Firstly Is the Inclusion of a purpose-built roojn for the^international students, a groming 
and highly motiuated body on campus. Secondly, a nem purpose-built electoral booth mill be tu i l t , 
replacing the existing room in the main refectory. This mill also alloming clubs to sell function tickets in a 
more secure.and prominent area. ^ 
The ouerall design of the forum area is designed to promote easy access and a steady flom of traffic for 
shidents. The forum area mill alsoallom the student union \o more successfully stage open-air concerts . 
and other perTormance^s.Xhe inclusion of a podium mil! help facilitate a range of student discussions and 
debate, fls mell as bjBing practical, enulronmentaf and'aesthetic considerations are also faemg promoted ^ 
mithin the nem student fdrum area.Jhe design blends the archltectin-e mith the current flora and fauna^ 
mith all majo.|''trees be|ng left intact. The final result mlU'be ah area mher.e students can congregate in 
pleasant and leisurely surroundings, and is indeed an area mhich mill bring benefits to all students. , 
These pl^ns haue been submitted to the uniuersity, but mlU be continually reuised as construction In the 
'Christmas break approaches. ' ' , ^ ' , M 
Michael Barry:Treasurer -'• . n ' ' . ' • , > 
seijioM 
UPPER FLOOR PLAN 
LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
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The year is 1996, and as those of you with the ability to count will be able to deduce, this leaves a scant 4 (or 5 if you quibble) years to go in this lovely decade. 
A new decade brings on wonderful things such as complete changes in the fashion, economic and politica! arenas. But the ending this decade heralds many 
things besides; it is also the end of the century and further more the mil enniiim. what does this mean? It means just one thing, millenarianism should be upon 
us again. Loosely, millenarianism is an extension of that illogical human drive to get things finished by a particular date. Not real external deadlines like "com-
pleting a thesis or you will fail" out a self imposed desire to get things "done" by a date. 
For instance that sinking feeling that you've achieved nothing this week that drives some people to great activity on 
Friday mornings. Or to a greater extent the rush to at least attempt this year's resolutions before it's time to dream 
up a new set. Now multiply this by about a hundred times and you get tho illogical yearning of hole masses of 
humanity 'or something more out of the next century. 
Millenarianism thus relies on severa factors. One: people are dissatisfied with their lot in life, easily fulfilled people are never completely happy. 
Two: some great idea must reach ojt and grab even/one by the short and curlies and promise a better life. Throe: this idea must provoke zeal-
ous feelings of violence both for ard against, after all there is no fun without conflict. Finally the idea must be suitably Utopian to be impos-
sible to implement in its pure form, thus sowing the seeds for discontent and further miilenanan movements. Solit Enz vvore full of shit when 
they sang that history never repeats. 
So now I guess you want sone living breathing examples of millenarian movements. Well, ttio crusaaes was a good one. ImagTiing that noaven on earth 
would come to pass if only '.he entirety of Eurooe went and walloped the Turks is just plain barmy. But wal.'op thoy did and <ept right on trying for sev-
eral centuries. Communism is another, possibiy the farthest reaching movement oi all time. While ve^ y toucr^'^ ieely in theory it was aecidc-diy blood splat-
tered in ''act. It not only promised a better life 'or workers it scared almost everyone else shitless so provoking conflicts which lasted almost oigh'.y years. 
Now you might claim the communism only came to the fore after World War One thus not millennial at al, but as a movement t reaily did get the swing 
along prior to the twentieth century. Similarly with fascism, the theo.'y vvas in place long before tho fact which followed. 
How does this impact on us novv'? V'-JeW, as I see it, we currently don't have a decent theory worthy of dividing the community, 'ed'awing the world map, top-
pling governments and marching millions of poor misguided fools to tfeir early graves. And this simply wl! not do. We have a -pspo'-.sibility to posterity, to 
our ch.ildren and our children's children to bloody vwll do something other than get pissod come January 1st 2000, Not o.'ily is i; n dose of a century iju; the 
close of a m.illennium and we'd best rrark it with indeiibie blood innocents. So listed belcw are the sorts of issues witi" the potont'a^ to roar into f J I nlown 
fires of madness if only we bother to throw on some kindling. 
1. Religious Fundamentalism. 
Not a bad choice, not a good cnoice either, but right now topping the list. Ir a line Vv.th a general conservatis'n of the oop-
u'ation is a rising intckyance of others not belonging to the one trjo faith of god. L'n'o'tundte.y :ri Austiaha tree is too 
much huggy huggy wcshio a'^ d not enough r'lrcbrand hale mongorirg -over seas wei!, A.Mtr Sjp'erie Truth in Jacan were 
behaving admirably but peaked too soon and had a I the;' sann gas taken away. Radica M.jslirT-s srrra-iy are Keeping their 
s;ae up and haopily. Northern I'e'and is aosoil aga r^ after a depressing yoar of re'ative ooaco. 3ut <i'\ r^  all solatea oocKots 
yet to link UD into a tidal wave of righteous fury. 
2. Cola Wars. 
tv'ar today can no lorge.' do battle, trus frustrat'ons are given vert ir soort ar.d roaa rage, wny fiot in consuine'isri. Tl-v Ccke.^ Peps: acis get '••^ ore 
competitive by the day, and the slogans are directions on novv to l:ve your fie, vvivy rot go out and >;iJ lie vvi^ o daret:'. 'v ir:n>; ti'.e urholy cola? 
~nen again that's just a l)lcooy stupid idea. 
3. Land Wars. 
A'; ;okes aside t.ne Tnird Vv'ond's large, gctli'-g larcier and LebensrauT, (German -'or rvnc; >pace) .s a>eady a 'actor and befce too long 
some advertu'-ous sparks will try to invade tne relat:vely under populated First We'd. Ha.'oiy fkely to occjr a>- an ^.nfied war ojt 'ots of 
potontia; fo' Dloodshed a-.d to redraw the face o' tho work;, hte.'esti'-g'y it woulci lie o:'e C' tlio f.rst movement;, s:'xe t'^ e oariy Vuslim 
wars of expansio.'i to confront the Western woHd f'om vvithout a.'^ ci co'.,ld wc-li be seen as poetic ,jstice for t"o damage causec; cv :mpe-
nalisir. 
1. Plague. 
Nothing ike 'ar.don, senseless, unavoidable ceath to ven UO a uerace. AIDS .'ed iv cioo^ c,;t 't, too long to oe, . - ' j 
the d sease re'-.'r:r manages to spread *ar Something in netween wo.iid bo very nasty Tioeod y.d tr,e wo,'a's a O'u pace 
:e M'ad'e Ages ti^ e t:;ote'Uial to ci^ argo h:sio'y is vast. 
i,t \C'C 'a-tnootno' v 
•yr vir.isps to pop uc 
y; sc qjiCk 
•-'a.'div a 
theoretic movement but ;ust as !".e Black Plagje d c fo: Ejroce 
5. Alien invasion. 
U * ^ aJ Wro's to say were the or y ores get rrienar.an fever? i- an :rf:rito .,n;vprse the orobahility oi a-, agg'cs-
sivp, techno ogica'ly acva-ced race witli a ciesire to co '^oue- oa'ti' b;'''o'e f e enci of the ce-itu'y existing s ciuite 
,vny not? Mo'o a spectac>. a' movomo-it tna'' one ,; man fa'~ go! s:;,tk 'ito but it coiJd so nig" ir my oom on. 
00 fun. 
^.'. in all pretty poor se'ection, I k"ow. Bi.t I'ii ro Mdr.x, ^'T noi a .^ opo, ' T c-o: u 
nnd what's out there 'S clepressngiy ola'^ d as an exc-.se to qot off I'vy rear and s'a' 
"V, to ne ai).e to conic uo wit'~ cie cc o 
>;:!! ng peop e. nowever we are supoos-
JS -er and wc •wo",'t 'Vivo tc exDlair to o ed'y the elite of Qucersianci's sc.ool leave' poouiator so oJ. your iieacis to[)(= 
vvhy we let the century (and millenn;uni) beg 'i with a wnn-oer ano not a Oci-.g. iOi course gun leg.s'ation couid out a c':iriO 
on any violent escapades but t'\^;'s anotner story altcgethen'. 
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lOur iecreis Rre For Sale 
Secrets have always been for sale. The secrets of great Nations have long been 
coveted by others; history is riddled with incidenb and tales of espionage. The naval 
and military defence secrets of the Superpowers were prizes thousands of spies gave 
their freedonn and lives to steal. The very idea of espionage conjures up visions of that 
deft little man In the overcoat with the beady eyes, slinking his way through some for-
eign city during Cold War ti.nnes. Or at least it used to. 
In 1996 a very different light is cast, as the eyes of the spies move from secrets of the 
Governments, to the secrets of the Citizen. This is where it's at for trading informa-
tion, and buslness's booming. It's a picture that not everyone is aware of, but that 
everyone is in. 
The amount of information held on every aspect of our lives is staggering. Held by 
people we do not know, and have not permitted to know us. 
Every time you fill in a form or swipe a card you leave behind a perfect little picture of 
your life for database experts. 
Every person who had a season pass to EXPO 88 had their details sold to over 10,000 
Australian companies alone, by none other than our very own Australia Post. The 
Expo 88 season pass holders formed the foundation of the List of Lists, a 
publication by Australia Post that records over 1200 databases 
containing information on nearly every consumer in the 
country, it is for sale to any business for $160. 
On these lists is every credit card transaction 
you make, everything you buy through 
EFTPOS, every raffle, fast-food home 
delivery, every warranty card you ever 
out. They know where we shop, eat, live, 
what we get delivered to our house, what 
we earn, what medical conditions we 
have...our whole lives are 
played out on the screen of 
some of the biggest computers 
in the country. 
Who are they? Who are these 
all-conquering beings who 
watch ojr every move? As early 
as the 1940's George Orwell predicted it would be 
the State. In his novel "1984" he saw a vision of a 
government-controlled nation where citizens were 
watched in their homes by state-installed cameras 
Ironically, this book is still labelled "science fiction" in libraries 
today, when its contents mirror the development of technology in 
1996. "1984" is not merely a fictional story, it is a sombre 
premonition. 
Our Government stores, uses and sells more information about us than 
they ever asked permission to take. The Tax Office, the police, social 
secunty, customs, immigration are all linked together via the various 
databases they keep, so in effect all these databases operate as one, a 
departments of Government share all information. So don't even think 
about lying on your tax return, because in far less time than it would 
ever take you to formulate an even half-believable story for the auditor, 
the tax office has been informed by Social Security exactly how much 
you receive, your bank tells them exactly what you deposit and with-
draw, and of course they already know what you earn and how much 
money you owe the government. The might of Government data is a 
force to be reckoned with 
And while the Feds are keeping your taxes in order, your local government is 
also out for a piece of the action. It is common practice among shire councils 
to trade in building permit information, and information about pet owners 
This data is sold to pet food companies and building and production companies who 
proceed to bombard you with direct mail. Tfie Brisbane City Council sells such infor-
mation. 
And while our secrets become revenue items of Government balance sheets, the pri-
vate sector is definitely not missing out. One need oniy look at Loyalty Pacific Pty Ltd, 
the company which runs Fly Buys. 
Fly Buys has over four million members in Australia. Four million members who regu-
larly make purchases at selected sto'"es in search of that elusive return flight to Sydney. 
The information that you gave to Fly Buys when you signed up has in turn been given 
to all the member stores to use for market research and other commercial purposes. 
Cardholder information is given to member organisations such as Myer, Coles and 
Shell garages. They know where you live, where you shop, when you shop, your age, 
and who is in your family, as Fly Buys was generous enough to provide four cards to 
everyone who signed up. The whole point is for you to share with your family, so Fly 
Buys knows when they shop, where they shop etcetera etcetera. 
This is only one company's database. One tiny stream of information contained within 
the List of Lists. Thousands of companies around the country own 
these lists and know if and what you buy from Demtel, 
if you're a high-income professional, subscribe to 
Playboy, or are a frequent business traveller. 
There are no secrets anymore, our secrets 
are rented, traded, brokered. 
In most cases the trade in lists is used 
^or nothing more than a trigger 
for a wave of junk mail, but it is 
necessary to stop and wonder 
what else it could be used 
for. Such a broad range of 
information is collected, 
without any consumer con-
trol, and the increasing trend is 
towards ease of access to information 
stored on computers around the world. 
World Wide Webs lining millions of computers 
surely can only foster the sharing of information. 
There is absolutely nothing to stop the private sector 
compiling and selling these databases, and I know 
that scares me. Sensitive and dangerous information 
can too easily fall into the wrong hands. One edition of 
the List 0* Lists contained a catalogue of elderly female 
home owne's, a guide to the very best homes to rob. 
Yet as we see these trends emerging in our country, do we rise 
up in protest, shout and scream from the rooftops that our priva-
cy is being invaded? Of course not. We actually embrace the 
technology that is used to trade in our secrets. 
It is easy to see why Governments need to maintain large databases 
of information pertaining to citizens. After all they have 18 million 
cf us to keep trac< of. Linking the databases between various 
Government departments helps to catch tax and social security 
cheats, and protect the public purse. 
But what is not so easy to understand, or tolerate is the massive body 
of information held by private industry, and traded without consent. 
It is an invasion of privacy.,.yet with the present state of Australian 
law, there is very little that can be done to stop it.. 
There are countless eyes watching oir every move every day. And 
while we may seem shocked, even indignant, we were warned that 
they were coming. George Onwell told us in 1944. Such a pity we 
accredited him with having a great imagination. 
Sandra Wybrow 
Irrational, crazy, naive and out of touch with reality! they cry. A temerarious, impetuous and verdant pyalla! say those with a bigger vocabulary. These are the usual {well, maybe not the second one) responses whenever someone vows 
to do something new or bold. 
These responses are to be expected. The-'e is an inherent trait in humans, it 
would seem, to tear down tall poppy's. This is not just an Australian trait, as many 
commentators would like to think (although, why anyone is glad that Australians 
have a tendency to discourage success is beyond me). People the world over 
don't like to see the Jones's achieve greater things, or even just strive to greater 
things, basica ly because it makes 
keeping up with them even harder. 
However, were it not for irrational 
people, people who defied the 
expectations and their critics, 
humanity would never have left the 
trees. As the old saying goes, 
"Rational people adapt themselves 
to suit the world around them; irra-
tional people adapt the world to 
suit them. Therefore it is the irra-
tional people that must be 
watched for". 
The most obvious example of irra-
tionality is with our leaders and 
statesmen and politicians. Adolf 
Hitler was by no means rational in 
though and mind. He saw 
Germany as the heart of a great 
empire and the Teutonic race king 
of all the world's people's and he 
set out to do something about it. 
His irrationality led to World War 
Two and the death of millions. 
Rational people recognised that 
Hitler had run ramshod over all of 
Europe with great speed and little 
problems. The technology and tac-
tics of his war machine were seen 
as superior and unstoppable. How 
could little England, with her 
equipment left at Dunkirk and with 
Europe firmly under Hitler's jack-
boot, be expected to stand up 
against this juggernaut? 
Fortunately, however, another 
irrational person came to the fore 
and saved Britain from her own 
defeatism and from Hitler. 
Winston Churchill saw Britain as a 
nation that had not been invaded 
for nearly a whole millenta and he saw that Hitler could not be allowed to win, 
whatever the cost. Therefore, he did the stupid, unreasonable thing and fought 
on. And won. 
Then there is the absolute example of stupid, futile, naive and unreasonable per-
sistence in the face of adversity. I have heard this story told twice now (actually, 
it was the second time that inspired me to write this article), and both times in a 
similar fashion. It went something like this: 
This man was born in the American wilderness at the dawn of the Nineteenth 
Century. 
He didn't have an education, but he worked hard and educated himself. 
He left home in his early twenties and opened a store. It closed in a few months. 
Out of work, he ran for the state legislature. He lost. 
•m 
He went into business again. This time, the store closed even quicker. 
Out of work again, he ran for the state legislature once more. This time he won 
and got re-elected three more times. 
About this time he met a woman he loved dearly and who believed in him and 
most importantly, in his dreams. She died. 
Later, he met a woman whose company he could not stand, but married her 
because he had already promised to do so, condemning himself to a life of mar-
ital misery. 
He then tried to enter Congress, but failed to get his party's nomination. 
At the next election he tried again to 
enter Congress and again failed. 
At the next election he he tried again 
and Ihis time won the nomination 
and the seat. He V\/3S thrown out at 
the next election. 
Six years later he ran for the state 
legislature again and won. He then 
tried to become a Senator, but lost. 
He tried again four years later and 
also lost. 
Finally, two years later, winning not 
just his party's nomination, but also 
the general election, Abraham Lincoln 
ascended to his first major public 
office - President of the United States. 
Martin Luther King had a dream too, 
as everyone knov^ s^. It has not been 
fully realised yet, however his convic-
tion that it not only must be done but 
could be done, advanced his cause's 
purpose immeasurably. 
It is not only politics that is influ-
enced by irrationalism. Take Thomas 
Edison. There is a fa.mous story about 
his invention of the light bulb. He had 
tried hundreds of designs and none of 
them worked. A person told him, "Its 
impossible. You should give up. You 
don't know how to make a light 
bulb", "No," replied the Wizard of 
Menio Park, "I know hundreds of 
ways not to make a light bulb". He 
persisted in the face of criticism, con-
vinced he could and eventually he did, 
opening up a whole new vista of 
opportunity and technology to 
humanity. 
These are just the famous ones, 
whose example will light humanity 
down the ages, so to speak. There 
are many more examples in every day life. The urban person with nothing but an 
idea is the wellspring of the small business and entrepreneurialism. The person 
who sees injustice being done and blows the whistle on it all is sacrificing their 
job, their lifestyle and sometimes their lives (like the Italian judges who went after 
the Mafia) for an irrational goal. 
Irrationality is what keeps life interesting. It gives one a purpose and because 
there are always things to be irrational about, there will always be something to 
do. Sure, as we saw with Hitler, it has the capacity for evil. However, anything 
that can do great evil has the equal and opposite ability to do great good. 
Therefore people, go out into life and be irrational. It will be worth it in the end. 
De Profundis 
A Beginners Guide Part 1: (A trilogy in four parts) 
Love, sex and relationships in the 90's, although not necessarily in that order, are becoming much more 
ambiguous and complex. The role of male heterosexuals have evolved over the years, gradually shifting 
away from "You woman. Me man" mentality towards "You are a person and i respect your feelings" 
attitude - the Sensitive New Age Guy (SNAG) syndrome. However, the SNAGs of this world have now 
realised that it is not enough to: 
• cry in movies such as "Age of Innocence" - you must also be able to talk about that special moment 
where you both cried afterwards; 
• have a copy of the book "The Beauty Myth" - you must actually have read and understood the angst 
of women. 
In addition, the "bandwagon effect" have caused other guys to adopt SNAG principles as a response to 
an overwhelming fear of alienation from women, an astute observer would point out that these so called 
SNAGs are adopting an "I'll do anything to get laid" approach. As a result, women are now more cau-
tious towards sensitive male overtures. Hence true SNAGs, taking a leaf out of Marketing theories (who 
said university subjects have no practical application?), will have to differentiate themselves from the 
increasing competition by advancing thoir evolution one step beyond the capabilities of false practition-
ers of the art. 
Exit the Sensitive New Age Guy. 
Enter the Caring Understanding Nineties Type. 
The Basics 
Before traversing this path of dension from your male chauvinistic peers and beer bingeing circle of 
friends, you need to master the following fundamental statement: 
"You're absolutely right. I made a stupid mistake. I'm only male after all, but I'm trying my best to 
change. I really need your help." 
This statement, while simplistic in nature, is pregnant with meaning and can be utilised in almost any sit-
uation when dealing with tho opposite sex. So what's the theory behind this statement I hear you ask? 
First of all, you are acknowledging that the woman is right (when are they ever wrong?) even though 
male logic dictates othenwise. Second, you're admitting that you've made a mistake, and a stupid one 
at that. While the first part of the statement can cause some nausea to those who are not yet well versed 
in the new philosophy, the second part will prove difficult and will only become easier with hours of prac-
tice. The third part provides a justification of why you've made an error in judgement and also demon-
strates your desire to change. Finally, a change for the better cannot, for obvious reasons, occur with-
out her guiding hand. 
ers 
This statement should be practised in front of the mirror. To those who skipped the SNAG phase and 
are attempting this statement for the first time, it is essential to have a bucket and sponge nearby. Once 
you've cleared away the vomit from your first few attempts, you should aim to reach a level of proficiency 
whereby the statement appears to be genuine and coming straight from the heart (including tears where 
appropriate). 
To test your progress, try saying it in front of a cat (or pit-bull terrier, whichever is convenient). If your 
face is subsequently mauled then you've obviously got a long way to go. This test may not be appro-
priate for the faint-hearted (You're actually admitting that you're faint-hearted? Weli done!), and can 
definitely be costly without adequate medical cover. Hence, an alternative method is to try this state-
ment on a female friend. However, as the concept of having a "female friend" is in itself revolutionary, 
you may have to skip the testing phase. To those who are fortunate enough to have access to a female 
friend, you can gauge your success depending on whether she collapses in a hysterical fit of laughter or 
she decides that she wants more than your friendship and she responds by attempting to seduce you 
(needless to say, you will resist tho temptation of course, as you value the friendship highly - how to cope 
with female friends is covered in part 2 of this series). 
Going Out 
So your favourite sporting team will be playing a vital match, your friends have already organised a beer 
test culminating in the appreciation of your team's sporting prowess, but your gidfriend wants to do 
something that day (note that inviting her along will be as disastrous as the Port Macquane shooting). 
Adopting the new philosophy will require tne recital of this statement: 
"/ sec my Iriends all the lime. It's only the semi-finals/elimination match (whichever is appropriate). If my 
team is good el^ough I'll get to see then) play in the finals. Anyway, I'd rather spend my time with you." 
The transition to being a Caring Understanding Nineties Type is difficult to achieve, so it is understand-
•iiVo if you dor't 'U)ve the fortitude initially. If you do end up going to the match, remember to use the 
•.. iJar-iental statement a'lo^ tne event. 
In essence, all sporting events should be avoided as well as any other events which involve interacting 
with other people either directly or indirectly. There are two exceptions to the rule: 
• she has expressed the desire to attend such social event; and/or 
• mutual friends (especially her girlfriends) will also be attending. 
Hence, any outing that you organise (after consulting wilh her, of course} should be conducive to 
intimate conversation bringing about a sense of togetherness and belonging. Examples of effective inti-
macy building excursions include coffee shops (preferably quaint with a touch of aesthetic originality), 
quiet strolls along a secluded beach, romantic dinners (dinner at home and one that you prepared your-
self is highly recommended), picnics and the like (you get the idea). 
Once the outing has been organised, it is now just a matter of choosing the appropriate attire. 
Consultation becomes a factor in this exercise, it is necessary to find out what your partner is wearing 
to avoid colour clashes, embarrassing incompatibilities and the traditional "Is that what you're wearing?" 
question. A true Caring Understanding Nineties Type would ask his partner for clothing advice (a shirt 
that she had bought for you is always a good starting point), even to the extent of allowing her to choose 
for him. 
Now that you're ready to step out, a mental shift has to occur in that you are not taking out some 
girl/bimbette/babe, you are about to partake in social discourse with a person that you find intellectual-
ly stimulating and pleasantly appealing. A final point to note, it is absolutely essential to comment 
favourably on her appearance upon arrival at the designated meeting place. Forgetting this critical suc-
cess factor can set a sombre tone to the whole day/evening (What are you? An uncaring bastard?). If 
the designated meeting place is her home, some token of your appreciation (no, not the thing in your 
pants, I was referring to flowers) adds the definitive touch. 
Do's and Dont's of Conversation 
All Caring Understanding Nineties types must possess effective communication skills. However, while the 
ability to talk about absolutely anything may provide memorable intedudes, Seinfeld-type conversations 
shouid be avoided as it does not facilitate the concept of relationship building. Hence, good conversa-
tions can cover, but are not restricted to: 
• her (her feelings, what she has done, her desires and needs); 
• your feelings; 
• a topic regarding relationships (reading magazines such as Cleo and Cosmopolitan will greatly assist 
in this area) 
• the time when you made a mistake which may have led to an embarrassing situation; 
• your total disrespect for men like Hugh Grant; and 
• her again. 
Conversational minefields which shouid be avoided include: 
• the huge night you had with your friends (What the hell were you doing anyway? You should have 
been with her!); 
• your past relationships (unless you can express how hurt you were by the ordeal followed by 'I don't 
want to be hurt again' statement); 
• the time you had coffee/dinner/seen a movie with her girlfriend/sister; 
• the time when she made a mistake; and 
• how Hugh Grant was a fool for getting caught. 
A final point to note for amateur conversationalist, at times you may find your mind wandering during 
important passages of the conversation (eg. wondering how your team is going how that girl in the next 
table looks so much like your ex etc.). Hence, to avoid embarrassment when she asks for your opinion, 
just reply: 
"Sorry, can you repeat that again. I just got lost in your eyes." 
Where to from here? 
If you have reached this part of the guide, congratulations! You have taken your first baby steps towards 
being a Caring Understanding Nineties Type. Make sure you get a copy of the remaining parts of this 
guide as it will cover topics such as coping with female friends, pitfalls to avoid during the menstrual cycle 
and advance conversation. Finally, always remember the fundamental statement and the two Cs: 
Conversation and Consultation. 
Until next time, practice, practice and keep on caring. 
Disclaimer: The contents of this guide does not in any way shape or form represent the beliefs, morals 
and character (or lack of) of the author. Any open-minded members of the opposite sex who have read 
the full extent of this document and have been offended, the author extends its sincerest apologies. To 
its defence, the author would like to state that, "You're absolutely right. I made a stupid mistake. I'm 
only male after all, but I'm trying my best to change. I really need your help." 
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L O S T 
Timid footfalls emerge rrom ara 
Vainly calling for their echoes 
The fetid silence is ruffled, 
But the echoes remain encaged. 
Snared by the hopelessness that surrounds. 
Shattered dreams stare from shattered windows. 
While below vitality's relics decay amongst the rubble. 
Fragmented slivers of Trust strewn throughout the mud, 
The final vestiges of life twisted and humbled. 
Between the ruptures in the warped cement, 
Nature's final stand lies scattered. 
Bui the flow of corrupiion cannot be halted, 
Envoys of hope smothered by the tide of spite, 
Sacrificed to this circle of Death. 
This diseased corridor begs to be cleansed, 
But the hideous certainty of future unending 
Lingers in every rotting crevice. 
The stagnont air pleads for respite, 
Beseeches the buildings to step aside, 
To end to their twisted reign of despair. 
But the wind's tortured whisperings avail it not. 
The dying architecture clutters the distant skyline. 
Bastion against the Light, 
Yet, for an instant, death's defences 
Lie briefly breached by the messengers of Life. 
A fleeting glimpse of feminine perfection 
Is gained amidst the dark-spawned strife. 
The ruby curves of parted lips, 
The upright poise, the strength of chin, 
Figure shimmering through the shade. 
The pearl glow of flawless skin. 
But then, too soon, the brief light dims. 
The vision unsurpassed falls prey to the gloom. 
But this darkness dweller cannot forever hide, 
The day of reckoning too fast approaches, 
It shines in her future as an unfailing guide. 
The savage horizon of Truth. 
Thrust by fate into the realm of the living, 
Seared clean by a torrent of truth unforgiving, 
The sudden brillionce penetrates her facade, 
A beautiful face, a soul brutally scarred. 
Pierced by a pain too pure to harm, 
Vortex of power she cannot becalm. 
Enveloped, surrounded, she strives to understand. 
Torn by healing, she struggles to countermand 
Her Fate. 
She is Lost. 
Lost at the crossroads of Hope. 
Virgin orbs slowly lift their defences, 
Twin sapphires haunted by memories long hidden. 
As her mind is stripped of dark-woven pretences. 
The palace of lies which once ruled her being 
Is razed to the earth by the legions of light. 
Trembling fingers reflect her mounting fears. 
Pole cheeks ingrained with the dust of the ages, 
Scarred by the passage of muddied tears. 
But greater agony exists beneath the crystal flow. 
The silent scream of a tortured soul. 
The tendrils of doubt take root in her mind, 
Prospering with insidious success. 
Confusion crushes the best-loid plans, 
Reason misted by the cleansing pain. 
Deliverance slips from sculpted hands, 
Sole witness to the ultimate Defeat. 
Unseen fingers caress long-torn rags. 
Invite her to glance back. 
Darkness beckons. 
She returns to the grey. 
Swallowed by the womb which bore her. 
Jesse Kapptcr 
If only you could see 
The phantasm that lingers 
In the corridors of my mind. 
So resplendent, yet beautiful, 
In her graceful wanderings. 
She smiles at me 
And gives me hope. 
If only you could hear 
The promises of sweet tomorrows 
Haunting the summer breeze. 
And io/ous laughter, words unspoken, 
Whispers from gentle yesterdays. 
Are nothing but echoes 
From tne doldrums of my soul. 
If only you could taste 
The early morning dew drops 
Cascading from undulating flesh. 
With purple passions, ice-cream kisses. 
And candy pleasures gone by. 
Reminiscing in the company 
Of bittersweet tears. 
If only you could smell 
The altar of withering roses, 
A devotion that has gone astray. 
Of jasmine incense, tantalising. 
The twilight of fragrant imaginings. 
Constantly, I yearn 
To quench the scent of loneliness. 
If only you could feel 
The red velvety caress 
Of forgotten wanton desires. 
Forever searching, seducing, 
A lost lover in the night. 
All I fcol is emptiness 
Of what once was. 
If only you could forgive. 
Francis Anog 
T H E Z O O 
18 
The room so hot 
unknown bodies so close -
begin to move 
to the maddening beat 
loud but growing still. 
I stand against the wall 
of a chest. 
Removed as always -
my sensibilities clammy, 
sweating on the smoke in my hair 
I'll smell still 
next morning. 
W I N G S 
Five days a week 
I catch a train. 
I live for two 
And then, again, 
With all the tied 
And suited men. 
I can't aspire 
To be like them. 
My boss sees me 
And gets real stressed. 
Shirt ain't ironed. 
Pants aren't pressed. 
Shoes don't shine. 
Hair's a mess. 
Mind is fine, 
He'll never guess. 
And I can smile 
And I can laugh 
No-one wants 
My autograph. 
I won't dance 
But I will sing 
For none shall ever 
Clip my wings. 
David Burrell 
Tracy Morrison 
N E X T pLE-Vj-t: 
Putting on weight after 
(Or rather amid) illness 
Is nice, a return of old. 
Yet retrospectively callous. 
The thought occurs that one 
May have, as they say. 
Pegged out several notably dire 
Adventures along the way. 
Still unscathed enough, however, 
With the usual things fo attend to: 
Love and books and needles 
And no idea yet as to 
Whether Pestilence and his pals 
And tho hammer-blows they've levied 
Are more present here than ever 
Or less regular, more heavy. 
Nudging, none too gently. 
Every swimmer out of depth; 
Packaged for that friendly 
Quiet recycling specialist, Death. 
Marcus Salisbury' 
SYNCHRONISED FRIENDSHIP 
Oh what a joy it would be, my love, always to speak 
with you, forever and anon 
upon the telephone, 
Trapped in the tangle of remembered hates and loves... 
Neo-fascists and punks were dated by now. 
Pay later for vindictive soliloquies, 
Or the texture of a moss-covered stone is one you'll never know 
until it strikes you in the back of your lonely head... 
Bodily embroiled in an imbroglio for two. 
For attachment, like curtains, can disguise a multitude of failings 
And ignore the revolting habits that develop over the years... 
And years later in our dearest of relationships 
I will give you a beautiful bouquet of daisies. 
Symbol of the joy you have brought into my heart 
(that oh-so sensitive reservoir of red that actually has nothing 
whatsoever to do with romance); 
But our relationship is a sham: 
it will implode under the abuse and lies -
One should never mistake these for the tim tam reality -
Mark this, friend; {ust a mere illusion 
Synchronised thoughts that resulted, not in friendship, 
but 
sameness. 
P Scott 
O N P O E T R Y 
A LITERARY WANK 
I feel like writing poetry 
Time for egocentric babble 
How you feel the vividness of how you feel 
Take your feelings out 
Smear them on a clean leaf of paper 
Dry clean them on a stolen napkin 
Then screw it up and tuck them away again, or 
Throw them in the bin of your neglected spirituality. 
Vented suppression of hostile lethargy 
Visible thoughts, but carefully encrypted 
Lest someone get too close, or 
A stranger steal what's most precious. 
Flaunting yourself in intellectual drag 
I want to dance the dance of self-indulgence 
Alone but spotlit nonetheless. 
I dare my friends to know I wrote this 
They cannot know me, they don't know themselves! 
Selfish ego, O brain of mine 
Put your questions aside and dance one moment 
Why must you hove a mind of your own? 
e. black 

The Beginners Guide to 
Job-seeking 
The day started early, or at least earlier than most other days of his unemployed existence. His alarm dock, which had almost seized-up from neglect, had been blaring out at him tor 
quite some tme before he suddenly woke up, a frightened wreck. Frightened, because unfortunately his disturbed psyche associated this alarm with high-school, puberty and a Sam 
Daper round. After a few anxiety-ridden, nightmarish seconds, he realised he wasn't 15 or delivering papers or going to school, without further ado, he pushed back down his repressed 
memories of year ten home economics he would have to see a psychiatrist about them some day, but not today There were more important things afoot, it was nine o'clock, and he 
had a Job interview today, and...ht I IAD NO IDEA HOW TO STOP HIS TUCKING ALA={M CLOCK!!!!! 
As the alarm clock lay quietly, in several pieces on the far side of his room, he contemplated going back to sleep, just for a bit. rie had purposely set the alarm clock early because he did-
n't want to be rushed, but the interview wasn't until ten-thirty, and, ior some reason he couldn't stop thinking about his first driving test, the one he hac failed by just 1 fault....That was 
an early day too.,.. 
Suddenly he was awake, but he didn't know if hp'd been asleep in between this time and last time Then, for no apparent reason, hiS mi.^d drifted back to that pedestrian crossing at 
which he'd forgotten to stop. He had tned to explain to the driving instructor that the lady was old, aid had already lived a ful! hfe. He had even promised to go to her funeral (not that 
he ever did). But no, it was still going to count as a fault. 
What was the time! Some fool had smashed his alarm clock, which meant he had to get up in order to decide whether or not to get jp. He wrestled with this paradox for a bit, then, 
realising he was no intellectual, jumped out of bed and ran to the kitchen and looked at the clock there. Still half asleep, he looked up and immediately felt depressed and ill. It was ten 
to twelve. No, wait, that was the big hand, it was...ten o'clock, yes! !...,No! Shit!! Only half and hour. 
He ran to the shower, dropping his boxers on the way. He definitely needed a shower, if nothing else, because whenever he got up early he always ooked and smelt as if he'd been 
locked away in a dark room for weeks. It wouid have to be a quick shower, even though it was such a cold morning. He hated quick showers because it meant having to prematurely 
stop doing something he loved. He held coitus interruptus and "No more thanks, I'm driving" in a similar distain. He loved a hot shower so much that when his time came, he wanted 
to die in the shower, peaceful'y though, not Hitchcock style. He realised he was enjoying this shower too much and like lightning he turned both taps off and jumpec out. He didn't 
have time to use up all the hot water this morning, he had a joo to get. It was then he realised that his head hurt like somebody who had just drunK a bottle of vodka, a six-pack of 
guiness and gotten up early, Which wasn't surprising because he just had and he had such a big hangover. In fact, he thought, it was probably two hangovers at once, because one 
could never be this big by itself. It was very, very cold standing there on the tiles, because in his haste he had left the bathroom door open and all the lovely steam had escaped. He 
briefly looked in the mirror and decided his genitals were truly a patnetic sight when it was this cold. 
By five past ten he had dried himself and put his watch on. He then stood naked for a few seconds and stared at his watch, contemplating the mortality and futility of human kind. Time 
just rolled on, never stopping for anyone, the sands in the universe's hour-glass..., no, wait, that was a Mike Leigh film. 
It was seven past ten. He picked up his best clothes, proud of himself for laying them out the night before, and hurriedly put them on. A bus left from down the road at twelve past ten 
(but it was always a minute late) so that gave him six minutes. No, five minutes, it was eight past ten. 
He looked down at his good black shoes, somehow they didn't look "good" any more. "You can't beat a good old spit polish!". That was what his father used to say, but then again 
his father was full of shit, so he just gave them a quick buff on his trouser leg. He glanced in the mirror and smiled, he was truly fortunate to have the sort of hair which never became 
unsettled. This was due mainly to chronic gel-abuse as a teenager, and thankfully his hair was now moulded to perfection, permanently. Ten past ten, he smirked, he was almost 
superhuman. Nobody could get ready of a morning as quickly as him, it was a skill, he was unique, he was...HUNGRY! 
He couldn't think properly unless ne had something to eat in the morning. He ran tc the kitchen, finished a half glass of orange juice, grabbed a banana, ate four panadol, slurped some 
milk (from the carton), grabbed his CV and the job ad. (he had no need for the ad, but he was petrified of being turned away by the excuse that there was never a job offered. 
Eleven and a half past ten as he closed the door behind himself. Damn! He had forgotten his sunglasses...SHIT! and his keys. Too bad, they would have to wait. He jogged to the cor-
ner, just to make sure he would be on time. There was a bus there! At twelve past ten. It was on time. Incontheivable. He sprinted towards the bus waving his hands about wildly as 
he went. He made it, albeit looking a little silly, boarded, and promptly threw-up all over the front seats before realising it wasn't even his bus. He vowed not to wash down four 
panadol with milk and orange juice on two hangovers ever again. Luckily he hadn't got around to paying. Thirteen past ten and his bus arrived. After 
getting on he took a quick sniff inside his shirt, his deodorant was being seriously challenged after his little-chase and hurl, and...and everyone seemed -
to be looking at him. Admiring the hair no doubt. He glanced down, his fly was wide open, it was one of those days. 
The bus pulled in at twenty-five past ten, about as late as usual. He hadn't looked at anyone for the entire journey for fear of 
rid cule over the zipper incident. He .nad five minutes to cross the street, run down three blocks, and still be early. A pedestri-
an crossing, he shuddered and felt faint, unfortunately he hadn't been able to use them since his driving test. Instead, he 
chose to perform the tricky diagonal intersection crossing. This involves sprinting right across an intersection during the 
brief time for which both sets of lights are red. He was yelled at by a policeman (who was behind him and had no 
chance of catching up) and a man in a magna who attempted to run him down but only clipped his ankle. All in 
all about 9 for artistic flair and 8.5 for technical merit. 
Twenty-eight past ten and he arrived, checked the job ad., entered the foyer of the office tower. He had to get to 
the seventh floor but all the lifts were at higher floors. He had to run the stairs and risk deodorant breakdown. 
Twenty-nine past ten. He strode in (his deodorant hanging by a thread), washed his mouth out at the water cooler 
and sat down. Hah! Early! He filled in the remaining minute by inspecting the decor. There was a painting of a \ . 
roman orgy hanging opposite him. Or maybe it was just abstract, he couldn't tell and that made him realise how sad \ . ; 
he was. He quickly poured some cold water down his pants to stop the on coming erection. Somehow the water in \ 
the cooler seemed to have turned into red-cordial or blood or something, which was really quite strange. But, whatev- V 
er the case it turned out to be a stupid idea as it left a big damp patch. 
Ten thirty. The following ten minutes, or so, was a blur, and at the end, all he could remember was the man politely 
saying "Congratulations son, welcome aboard". 
He knew the routine no-one wanted hm. After all he had done to make it here today. He was sickened, how could 
they just reject him iike that? As a consequence, he didn't regret sprouting crude insults at the man, or smashing two 
vases and a chair, or kicking him in the nether regions and leaving. After thirty rejections he should have been used to it 
but somehow the thirty-fl'st had found his breaking point. He burst back into the reception and accidentally vomited on the 
secretary's desk, hje apologised, and stole the painting (it v/as definitely an orgy now) while the secretary was wiping guiness 
off her shoes. It wasn't until he was halfway down the corridor that he realised three things: those probably weren't panadol he 
had taken this mo'rning, his shoes had turned into snakes, and he should probably leave the state for a while, so long as he did-
n't pass out first. Then the spiders started chasing him, and he did pass out, 
V 
20 robert bell. 
. hhu'k 
'e flicked off the light switch, having ensured that the door was locked and the cat outside. Half heartedly he stretched his^shoulder by twisting his arm towardsnf 
his head, and.sighed wi th resignation as he began the ascent of the staircase to bed. -. '' \ 
As he passed the first step the light of the city's twinkling man-made stars dimly illuminated his face. He hesitated, his foot lingering only slightly off the carpet of the nwrt-
• . • ' •' ' '\ • ' . ' 
. turning towards the oay doors of his patio. Outside and far away the city, twinkled sleepily; each of the million lights shone and flickered like it was a lone and urgent mess 
•• ^ . ^ "i - • 
mirror of a bgy-scout who is ipsane with'panic. Each light vvas f rom a house; an office where some undejrpaid was working late; a room where some bored housewife was 
Stephen King, or sorne sniall child elept wi th a single lamp left burning as' uncompromising protection from the unseen monsters'lurking in the d^rk to steal or hurt hirri in ; 
unquestionable but terrifying way. Many of them, though, blinked watchfully over empty buildings and streets, alone and incessantly suspicious of the slightest unknown si 
He stepped l;)ack onto, the f loor and stotid there, unmoving, as though transfixed. He had never really looked at the lights before. They had served a? prime reasons t ' 
just as they had served to, inflate its price., They had acted as the prized showpiece of numerous dinner parties and conversation-piece of uncountable house guests. Tn 
never actually interested the short and balding man who gazed at them now in t h ^ silent ^we that one usually reserves for the fleeting moments of nature's rarest b 
gazed indifferently back at the sleepless old man, as birds to a beast who has never noticed or cared for their presence although they have sen/ed and lived off him anc 
before either of them could temember. , i ; ' , i i t 
Somewhere far avi/By and below were two small bulbs, much smaller than trie man who stared at them, which sat uselessly and,ignored during'the daj), Novv, as thf 
begun to snuff randomly out and the silence of the night had settled intodhe valley, tjhe twin lights sent unrelenting beams of light forever'into, thei universe, in every coi 
directipn and for as far;as they could^ muster. The rpan, though, was not thinking aboujt the wonjJeif of these little generators o f precious il umjnation, microcosmic ktaj 
mankind and set to'the purpose of a few. He was thinking about the two tights themselve's, the light they were creating. Was it light iike truth, like a guaraian of mc 
end? Each was light like the actions^of a person: like two people, side by side. Like so'ul mates, destined to stand back to back on the face of their meagre planet anc 
, the darkness of an unknown universe. Like best friends, like foverk.lilc^ strangers who exchange a long and silent look across a'crowded flopr, one that shares and un 
loneliness and uncertainty and tiredness'of a life led in half-uhderstood obedience, and lingering childhood awe at the size, and uncontrollability of 3 wor ld which ex' ' 
•arrived and would ccntinue to turn long after the\j_ departed, only vaguely remembering their visit, if at all. They were Jike the . ' ^ 
headlights of a large and unseen car, individual and separate but united by their environment nonetheless. They blinked 
and stared in return of the man'^s silent wonder. ' ^ , . ' ,. „ ' 
The man found himself half-way towards the glass door of his patio, aware now that he had been being '..d"'"" 
unknowingly drawn towards the silently whispering beacons. He continued towards the door, his stare never "'•^ ' 
leaving a twin pair of lights thot seemed to occupy a patch of darkness all of their own . They were alike in '''' 
size, and colour: slightly larger, than the streetlights which crisscrossed the black ground, and a lighter 
orange ih colour. They stared at him like a soul piercing through the pupils of a pair of eyes, stared wi th ,•;• 
'„ '. ' i 
the twinkling smile of a watchful guardian, the cheeky wihk of a childhood friend, and the tired and • 
vacant gaze of bored and lowly s^lf-esteemed workers. They watched and thought and never said a . .. .•' 
word; in fact, the unblinking man realised, they probably always had. ^ v ::. 
Suddenly the old man was thinking back over his life, recalling his stressful struggle to d imb' the rungs of '\ 
the system, recalling his carefree younger days, his years as a child and teenager. Thinking pf his best friend, • ' 
his soul mate, who had stood by him and w h o m he had stood by through those early years and the small r?! 
earfiquakes thoy had presented. The man was no longer staring at the lights now but rather at the space that '^ ••,;i 
separated them: a gap that seemed millimetres but could have been miles. He thought of the two lights travelling ^ 
through space, burni.ig always side by side but never touching, joined eternally by the extrinsic nature of their proximity 
but never to knoW the other's troubles and lieveY'able to light the way, -
He passed his gaze over the unknowable number of lights before him and thought of each one burning furiously in the dark, creating as much light as it could but u _ - . 
the other lights, unknown and unknowable tights, who served only as competition in slaying the monster of night. Then he returned his gaze to the twin lights, the sefs 
inseoarable lights that had fascinated him so. Perhaps one would snuff out one day, and the other would be relieved of the competit ion. The reality, the man thoug' 
than that: they would never go out, they were doomed to burn like lost brothers, like lovers gazing forlorn through the thick glass of an ever-present prison wall. Th 
were all doomed to watch; they were all doomed to burn alone, yet buned in the sea of twinkling points that stretched from one coast of the land to the other and t he " -^  
the sky full of unreachable stars. 
The man's eyes stared like those twin lights, then closed slowly and remained that way for some time. He opened them again, and the image of his long-unseen comra. 
a billion glimmering pieces, but his eyes continued to burn within the twin orange lights straight ahead. 
The man whispered a farewell to the lights, and turned his back to the glass door. He headed back acrosj^the dark room to the staircase, but as he began the stairs, he-_ 
The soul-mate lights had dissolved into the anonymous sea of white and yellow points. The man hung his head and continued to ascend towards his wait ing bed, whe 
sleeping without him. 
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vbuzanne vMrong 
van 
The maj^nificcnt Kandin.sky and The Russian Avanc Garde exhibition held at the .'\rt Gallers' of N.SW (8 Juno - IS .Au.^ ust) is the first ot" its kind in Australia that exj>l(ires the rise and tall of Russia's modernism in painting. The exhibition includes paintini^s tVoin Kandin.sky. .\Ialevicli, Rodehenko, (Joiicharova \\nd I'opova. It traees the dawiiinj; years of this centur\' when Moseow and Lenin.i^rad were cultural centres tor lilurope's experiment with modernity. .Moscow and Paris were 
linked by a trail of artists movin,!; hack and forth, whilst ideas also flowed hack and forth between .Moscow, Vienna and Berlin. This was rhe j^rear crucible in which 
moder:i art was formed. 
Immediately following; the Russian Revolution of 1917 the political powers chat rei.^ned elevated a "cultural avant-s^arde to level never since attained by Modernism" 
(Baron 1983, p.l2). Diirin,^ this time the leaders of the Avant Garde were empowered to establish !;overnmenf hacked art .schools, museums, theatres, and an entirely new 
system of the freshest, and most innovative conceptual ideas. This alliance between government backed art schools, nniseums, theatres, and an entirely new system of the 
freshest, and most innovative conceptual ideas. This alliance between ^^overnmcnt and the Avant Garde has never been etiualled in histor>'. 'i'he relationship only lasted 
a few years until in the 192()'s the .Soviet Regime renounced the avant garde and instead instigated and supported a more propagandic style of art, that of ".Socialist 
Realism". Socialist Realism was a form of artwork that depicted the socialist message - uplifting, confirming and reinforcing socialist ideas. It encompassed all the 
traditional style paintings that related to the masses and did not present new ideas or challenge old ones. 
In \9^4 a formal proclamation was made at the First .All Union Writers Conference in .Moscow against the avant garde, and supporting the Socialist Realist forms of 
artwork. The state of Ru.ssian politics led to the disappearance of these artists and their work. Many died in the 192()'s. others were forgotten or disappeared in the Stalinist 
purges. Apparently their art was too vivacious and alive, too free spirited and expressive for the public eye to be exposed to. It is worth mentioning that this time .saw the 
emergence of a large amount of greatly talented women. 
"The Revolution betrayed these young people and shattered their dreams. With the advent of Salinism, some of them were imprisoned, murdered or exiled, others were 
compelled to recant or to reform their style and artistic practice in line with the socialist realism dictated by the party's artists' unions. Ixuer many of them tied overseas 
vastly enriching the art of Western Europe and the USA. This exhibition traces this movement from start to finish, from the earliest adventure to the cautious retreats of 
the late I920's", said Tony Bond, Senior Curator of Western .Art at the Art Galler\- of New Soiitli Wales. 
Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944) was a trulv talented and enterprising individual who was part of the .'Xvant Garde and became an influential artist and writer in the new 
academies. He campaigned for the creative arts to become a science and when they refu.sed he left Russia though he was still a Russian citizen. In 1910 he and his 
colleagues were hailed as the first group of abstract painters, at the forefront of abstract art development. At the same time, Kandinsky wrote a catalogue for an exhibition 
in Odessa, and in it he announced a new style of painting that expressed the new "epoch of the great spirituality" 
Kandinsky was the first painter to paint in abstract form "rejecting recognisable subject matter in favour of an entirely intuitive and emotional arrangement of colours and 
forms" (Kandinsky 1920). To Kandinsky painting was always spiritual, he "favoured the internal over the external, the symbolic over the factual and die essentia! over the 
phenomcnoIogical...he looked for what Goethe termed 'that which made up the world in its innermost being'" (Messer I9H.i, p. 10-11). 
In 1910 Kandinsky also wrote "Concerning the Spiritual in Art; & painting in particular" an essay that outlined his belief in the spiritual content of painting. This essav 
became one of the most influential documents "to the aesthetic perceptions of the 20th century" (Messer 1983, p.l 1). He spoke of a spiritual revolution that arose where 
religion, science and morality had been shaken and where literature, music and art wave "the most sensitive spheres in which this spiritual revolution makes itself felt" 
(Kandinsky 1910, p.3.3). Kandinsky rejected the notion that non-objective art is a shadow of reality, arguing that it is more substantially real becau.se it comes from within 
and expresses internal mysteries that are otherwise inexpressible. 
The tremendous works produced in this period were stored out of sight in Museum basements, storerooms, and under beds - forbidden to be .seen by the public eye. Until 
the last twentv vears these works have been largely unseen and undocumented. It is !)nly now that we can enjoy freely the magnificence of these works, their energy and 
exuberance. And this was a once in a lifetime experience. I could not resist the lure of the Art Gallery of New South Wales while on holiday in Sydney. 
What makes the exhibition reallv interesting is the fact that though the artists were persecuted for their art and many had to leave Russia, their art has remained a 
testimonv to their depth of insight and visionary brilliance. The vibrant colours in the paintings express a freedom and a joy that cannot be regulated. 
The exhibition exploded with greens, reds, blues, yellows - composing trees, buildings, people, sometimes just shapes and forms. The vivid colours, intense and bright 
display a vibrance I have never seen before a \itality, joy and energy, colour was the main ingredient that 1 noticed, the expres.sion of that which Kandinsky spoke, 
something that you cannot touch but that is as tangible as you and mc. An emotion an overall feeling of energy and celebration even in rhc depictions of jicople in poses 
of reflection or sorrow, The freedom and jubilation of exploring this new art seemed to pour out of the canvasses. 
There are depictions of towns, bowls of luscious fruit, people in a royal court, abundance and ripeness, sensuality. "The red wall" that Kandinsky painted in 1909 has a 
mass of red, enclosing the city. Two people are shown on the outside, one is holding out her hand and the other one is sitting with her head on her knee embracing her 
own bodv. Though this may be expressing a sad element of life, that of the outsider, who sits in despair, there is the element of hope in the figure offering out her arms 
to help. Overall the exhibition displayed the rapture with which the various artists painted in this new style. Vou leave the exhibition with a feeling of awe and a sen.se 
that you ha\e glimpsed the internal and the inexpressible. 
Almost a centiirv on, the art of this period is fresh and vital and continues to produce an amazing effect on the peojile who are privileged to view it. 
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Colleges 
Swotvac Fever 
In college swotvac is a pressure-cooker of stress and fear and hard work and 
dedicated procrastination. It's the time of year when you realise just how 
many lectures you missed and how much more appealing than studying any-
thing else can be. Washing, talking ali night in the corridor, sleeping and even 
playing minesweeper suddenly become irresistible attractions. The need to 
cram enormous amount of work into just nine days means student will try all 
sorts of amazing tactics to get the work done. 
^ • ^ ' * -
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Studious noctumilus 
Some just become creatures of the night. They work later and later into the night - till midnight then till 2 am then even until Sam. 
Unfortunately for most of them they rise just a little later 9am then maybe lunch time and then 4pm. When asked about their strange hours 
they explain that they fit more work in. (They find it extraordinarily difficult to make il to Sam exams). 
there are however, just a fS\iiif-c6ll^'%Sl(ib'ntswho can increase work and reduce sleep successfully. These are the people who regularly 
go with less than 4 hours sleep a night for week on end (and the rest of us suspect belong more in an experimental physiology lab than living 
in a college with mere human beings). 
^f^^T'.r-
'^V^-: 
Chemical assistance 
All sorts of crazy strategies are used to stay awake longer and work better. Some students have tried more performance inducing substances 
than a Chinese swimming team. Unfortunately these substances produce Zombies rather than Human-Study-Machines. Super coffee is one 
of the last resorts of the desperate. It involves drinking a sludge of coffee powder with as little water as possible. The taker is kept up all 
night, not so much by the stimuiatory effect of the caffeine but its diuretic (Urine stimulating) effect. It is impossible to sleep when required to 
visit the toilet every fifteen rnInute8^M|tMt^|KJdBrtfefl6(^ places to study and only ever try super coffee once. 
Swotvac HypochondlrT 
This is the only time of year when a sore throat, rash or all manner of medical problems are received with delight (Maybe I can get Special 
Consideration! I'm saved!) The only people not looking at the tiniest of spot and hoping for glandular fever or bubonic plague (well, there are 
enough rats) are science studenls. Students In the faculty of science please note - Coroner's report must be attached with your death certifi-
cate if you wish to be considered for Special Consideration, A second opjnionjsalsostrongly.irecornmended. Also for students in Medicine 
the faculty does Not give experimental credit. 
STRESS!!! 
Effects all undergraduates in swotvac and all sorts of behaviours are used to cope: "' ' 
One girl was reported last year to have gone for three days without sleep during exams with no chemical assistance: just raw fear (She even 
passed!). Another studenl was seen endlessly wandering down corridors arguing wilh himself: "I'm a teapot,..No I tell you 1 am a teflon insert 
for a gas valve!" Another claimed "I am a banana tree". "Well actually bananas are herbaceous" replied a stressed biologist. 
Many people spend long hours talking to friends or a|yen complete strangers. Others prefer to relieve their feelings with exercise. Late night 
swims or impromptu football matches are popular.-^Aybung^g^jethirTiself the task of learning to walk on his hands the length of the corri-
dor one swotvac. Needless to say he succeeded bljtjivas far i^^'^r^gsfve' in' his exam results. Room relocations (see Semper No.5) are 
also a popular sport at this lime of year. This type of relocation is not always well received and one gentleman then took his revenge by 
blockading the bathroom dooV and refusing to move out. Thi.<i caused considerable inconvenience to his industrious flat mates. 
The inlercollege fellowship responds to the stress rather differently than most. True 
they hold a prayer morning in the middle of swotvac. A communal breakfast of pancal 
few requests for divine assistance. 
Fluid dynamics .^  ' 
One male college and its femaje;neighl>bu|f^  
Super-soakers ambush the unwatyin coi ^ 
up stress. (Dave, please note'ijiy first a« 
gir cajrm to be joyful in times of trial and suffering, 
it^ HCwed by'sbngS'Of worship and maybe just a 
' . f • ^"^ 
ijjeen relieving stress by splashing a 
ai3:0lleflfiu>Qlt]6r pyroiTianiac types' 
aifef^ each after the fashion of Niagara Falls! 
islc»l|f6*anrfHmb in more spectacular releases of built 
,lreatl|ig third degree bums!) 
Strange hair conditions 
A strange condition sweeps through the^SjUege at this time and hair can be found in small heaps in the bathrooms. Othenwise rational people 
line up to have their hair style radically alterS(i.|jy a maniac with a pair of electric clippers. The more timid customers are informed that with a 
four-blade it will still be a quite respectable lenglh. When a strip has been shaved from the front of the victims hair the barber-maniac sudden-
ly realises thai he has made a terrible mistake and used a one blade instead of a four blade. Afler this damage is done, the victim then 
unusually prefers to complete the job and resemble a billiard ball rather than have a lop-sided mohawk! The barber-maniac repeats this mis-
take several times with reluctant customers. 
Swotvac is also the lime of the goatee. For the uninitiated a goalee is a style of beard restricted to the chin, which more often than not, 
resemble some poor straggly animal stuck to the wearer's chin. No amount of coaxing, persuasion, subtle or not so subtle hints (What's Ihat 
pathetic growth on your face) will persuade the misunderstood owner lo part with his goatee before the end of exams. 
Of all the swotvac stress minimisation techniques the only reliable one is to become a posl-grad and sit back and watch everyone else stress. 
Jeff Buchanan 
.•^^>ii^* 
The 
Here we thought we'll give you the ten most disgusr 
possible taste, of course. And it's all true; only t 
ridicule. So here we go...The absolutely best and wor 
11 time. All done in the best 
otect the vomiting parties from 
white phone: 
1 
Mr X has decided to roll down the hill in the state of advanced inebriation. Unfortunately, the rolling 
motion didn't quite agree with Mr X so he started spewing - in the form of the famous helicopter spew - while 
still rolling down the hill. With the effect that Mr X, by the time he got to the foot of the hill was all 
covered in his own vomit. 
2 
Mr Y was carrying an empty jug during one of the college func-
tions. When the urge to park the tiger came over him he vom-
ited straight into the jug. Somewhat mystified and yet very 
happy that his jug was again full of yellow liquid, Mr Y start-
ed drinking straight from the. jug. 
•m. 
3 
During a very successful functic||. Bob, after drinking two bot-
tles of wine and two jugs of biier in an hour and a half, ran 
out onto the balcony and spewed iTIs guts out. Unfortunately Bob 
didn't know that right underneath the balcony there was parked 
a Ford convertible. With it§-|;|roof off. 
•W 
4 
5 
6 
Then we have the world famous "pelican spew" - part ov many a college initiation rite 
vomits straight into the mouth of another. Gives a whole new meaning to "mouth to mouth* 
I 
whereby one chap 
7 
8 
9 
10 
The amorous and desperate Mr Z {finally thought he'd struck gold when he. met a girl drunk enough to take 
notice of him. Things got even Letter when the girl passed out. Mr Z c(>uldn't take advantage {thank God) 
of the poor unfortunate potentiai girlfriend as he himself collapsed and yomited all over her. 
Mr X had a bad dose of a virus, w B c h made him excessively prone 
to diarrhoea. He proceeded to gellenormously drunk, then simul-
taneously vomited and explosively shat himself. He left his 
boxer shorts in the laundry sink, ^ d went to hospital. The doc-
tor laughed his head off 
Ms B went on Schoolie's Week and flpceeded to get roaring drunk 
on 3 stubbies. She told a carloatKof people about how nice her 
ex-boyfriend's penis tasted, thenMtumbled around Noosa demand-
ing more beer. It's not a vomit J*o''>^'<^^"^ ^^ '^  sick enough. 
folks. V . :.,£&.^ f^iSH^ .^ 
Mr M caught a crowded commuter tj 
bag. He's not that bad-looking,.;*j 
Hid sat next to a woman who inexplicably proceeded to vomit 1n her 
Mr V. an innocent year 8, decide~d~he'd make himself chunder to get out of going to Home Economics. He stuck 
his finger down his throat, and forgot to withdraw It. He vomited down his arm, and the truly remarkable 
fact was that his liquid laugh contained no carrots 
A certain Mr Salisbury evaded swimming carnivals at school from Grade 5 onward by chewing on a Fruity Muesli 
bar and a glass of milk, spitting it down the toilet and telling his parents he was ill. 
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Dead White Males 
A deeply thought-provoking, mtriguin^and humorous satire Any student 
of Er-glish cr philosophy who has encounteied hours cf ectures .istening to 
a lecturer spiel, .''fra'd to express an alternative v;ewpo:r,- would opp'ecate 
this pi.iy. DaviO W^iiamson's "Dead White Maies" :s irghiy relevant to 
moaen d.'iy issues ond thumbs its nose at po''tiCr-il coTectness, reflecting 
what seen:'j to no a broader sorw' rebellion. \x centres oii tlie "Fen^mist 
s'A'X-" r-.nd expresses oifferent viewpoirts through farniij lelations and :he 
'Jr.w'Sity scertr. i am sure tlvit any stufiei ii could rc!tiif? 'o E in one way or 
another. 
Opening wth a dark set, apart rronn a central triangular Vv'l.ito icjh.r i'lunrii-
' r:iir:(; cj por,c;eroi,.s Shakespeau', the i (/I'tiny wa.s supeib tlirouuhoiit the 
C'oy. • found the choreography to be consstently impressive, fhicsc, how-
ever, were surpassed by the accuracy of the costumes when the characters 
performed a Shakespearean extract. This almost persuaded me to believe I 
was o'siing in the Shakespearean era. 
As Lsua', the Queensland Theatre corppany succeeded in producing 
tremenaous characterisation. Every char^kler reminded me of someone I 
know. John D'etrich plays the role of a typical male Arts (ecturer to perfec-
tion. HIS character, Dr Grant Swam, adds lo the irony cf the play by 
preaching from his essential-feminist perspective whilst making sexual advances towards his female students and falling for their feminine charm. Kelly Butler 
plays an excellent Melissa, an intelligent scheming student who is able to achieve her ends through a form of sexual manipulation. The central character is a 
young female university stuoent nameo Angela who becomes disillusioned amidst all the confliction and contradiction. Jii|ian O'Dowd is outstariding in this role. 
I cannot forget John Edgerton's humorous performance of Steve, a typical male Arts student, bordertining on a Nudge-type character from "Hey Dad". When 
asking Angela out, he fears she reads a sign on his foreheao that states "Bewared! contains testosterone." Michael Fry had an important role as Shakespeare 
who's work was being studieo. One of Shakespeare's characters, Patruchio was consistently questioned because of his "swaggering macho mastery" and 
assertiveness. Questions are raised about human nature and this is heightened when Angela's tenaciously feminist mother, played by Barbara Stephens, advises 
her to "marry well and have six children". The facial expressions of the entire team were excellent. Other actors include Susie Edmonds, Robert Alexandra, 
Maggie Blinco, Ron Graham and Gillian Hyde who together compose the Judd family, Angela's relations. 
This is indeed a great comedy centring on student life. It is playing at the Suncorp Theatre for a limited season until the 21st September, Go see now! 
Rose Fitchew. - . ~ . 
rev-iew 
y4f:i-'^:^0^:^ 
ir •':{< -r,•••.'•''fp-^*^'^:>-.-
Three Dead 
presented by Pandemonium Theatre 
Director Eraser Corfield (Biting Pavlov, 
Glei1^ar7 Glep Ross, Speed the P'ough) 
has skilfully combined Beckett's "Play", an 
absurdist writers look at ourgatory, and 
Sartre's "In Camera", a philosopher's view 
of heil,, to create Three Dead. The two 
plays compliment one "another perfectly to 
provide an absorbingly dark examination of 
the afterlife. 
The talented cast of Beckett's deliciously 
absurd "Play" have infused their purgatori-
al characters with a manic intensity that is 
a delight to watch. Dean Lenz, a recent -
law graduate and occasional drunk seems 
to have oeen born to work in the theatre 
of tne absurd. Whilst Chnstine Sharp 
(Alive Still Life, Antigone, Pnde and 
Prejudice) and Alice Parkinson (Harp in the 
South, The Importance of Being Earnest) 
once again promise to hypnotise the audi-
ence. 
An exceptional script and Quality perfor-
mances by the six cast make this an 
evening ef "must see" theatre. Audiences 
can be mesmerised from Thursday 5 
September at the Cement Box Theatre. 
THREE DEAD runs Wednesday to Saturday 
at 8pm, from 5 - 28 September, at the 
Cement 3ox Theatre, Union Road, St Lucia. 
Tickets $10/$ 15. 
Bookings 3377 2240. 
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It.is ainazing how,.etghteen'*-"m5jathsreaf^ life, and in the case of up-and<oming Brisbane Tbespian Mfchael Thyer it has all been " 
; good news. At the begi^n#^of 1995 he was described as being "a raw but nervous young talent," but'within a'year.hehad become ."an expe-;" 
. riencedanijjj,talent" young actor. It.„has, however, not been just as an actor that he has been making his successes. He. Has also emerged as-a tal--
ehted.director and eyehvmore recently'as a'playwright. 1 recently met with Michael to discuss his latest work with the Amardean Players - Vampire.., 
• • - " ' - : • - • ' - • ' . • . ' — - ' " " " " " - . - - • . - . . . ^ ' t . " _ 
Semper: Michael; how.did ydu ff/jt bficome involved with the Amardean Players? • ~ ' ; ^ . 
Michael: 1 started Qutrby-dofng.the play A.Xipd of Vesuvius and I it developed, from there. I'm now become the Vitre-Presldent of the Amardean 
Players. It has been, good 'workingiwith'the Atrrafdean-flayers 3nd*-they'take you away from the fiieoretical side of drama-and throw, ydu in the • . 
deep end and .it-has.'b'een-great experience'haVing to"work from scratch. I think we've brought some, pretty"good shov^.to the stage over the 
past two years ijyKile I've "been .involved-and I've met a . lot of new^and interesting people who. have been "involved in the'Conii^any, I thinlcthey 
"'really-show" what you cao. .do when you bec:ome involved in theatre and work as a team.-We're-ther^e to encourage ^everyone and. it's great to see 
hew people getting invoived all-the time- - " I_ ' 
-.^.^emper: You've just written you're first play. Vampire. How did you come to be involved in writing for -the stage? 
^Michael: I think in,some ways-it's a progression • from .directing plays. I just directed Hurly Burly and you start to take a different outlook-.on the -:" 
^ . whole-play. Yqurddn't just •"seethe one" character, lii<e you do when'you're an actor. You start to see the bigger pjaure, you look at the strudure 
of the play'•and-ihe. deeper-rrreariing behind'it alt. So basicalfy afterrthaf I've always had this idea to write this script and I started working on .and 
„ looking at how the spoken vvor;d can be written in a natural way. From there ir'c^melo'sbnriething 1-thought could- definitely work-on stage.J 
Semper: Before.you directed Hi^ly Burly had yotJ.directed othBr shows or written anything? ••" " 
" -Michael: Previous to IHarly Burly 1 had been assistant director to Jon Haipin on the Amardcan's fvi.e and My Friend. 1 had-tried writing a couple of ~ 
'. scripts before but they ended upl iningmy.bin. - " ' ' ^ ~ . . . " . ' „ ' .... 
'- Semper: Before this you cohcefitrated soiely^im acting? ; . -
^ Michael: .Yeah. -^ • . ^ - ' . . " • ' " 
Semper: Were, there any'foles that you really enjoyed doing? 
Michael: The roles that you most en;oy are the ones that ^(iiallenge you as an actor. I /eally ^enjoyed doing" Spiders. The_chaliehging roles are the 
best and they stand out in your mind for a lot longer than other parts,. - • _ - .^  • ^ 
- - .Semper TifiK is the first play that you've-finished. How^jdoes-lf'feel going into performance? 
• Michael: 1 think when you write your own script you're" worried about is it g'oing to be the way you wanted it be. Writing it I sort of had ideas 
of people who I wanted in it, descriptions of p'eopie who 1 thought could become those characters I'd created. I suppose it is scary putting your 
own work on stage because you never know how other people are going to look at it. It's your own thoughts, it's a part of yourself that you 
are sharing with the rest^-Qt'the" world. j»r^ 
Semper: So whenjx)iT~wrote you set it to some certain ideas of who wanted in it and where it was set? 
Michael: As a playwright you have to have some ideas about the set and you have to pre-plan in that sense. Cast not so much but I did have 
certain people in mind because I thought they would suit those characters. When you write your own play you have .^to draw on personal experi-
ences and you take people from your life and who effects you at that time. 
Semper: What sort of feeling did you get when you heard the play spoken and performed for the first time? 
Michael: The first time was actually in auditions and I thought was it me, the scriot or the actors who were performing at that time. But when 
we got some of the really talented people up theTe I felt so much better. It started to really come together. 
.Semper: I've adapted woric for the stage myself and it gives you a great feeling that these are the words that you have written. 
-'.^Michael: 1 felt exactly the same way. You can't realy describe it to anyone else. Even just hearing myself speaking it's great to iiear the words 
-V that you had written and the_things that you'd created, I also found that after the first reading I went back and changes certain parts because 
• -'they didn't work so well. 
^" Semper: Can. you tell MS a little about the play itself? 
•^Michael: The name^ for the play isn't exactly the best description of it because it's not like your traditional vampire story. It is set in Ireland and it 
."./.takes' the "lives of two university students and a man who has the ultimate pessimistic attitude toward life. He's travelled through life and has never 
leally had a break'at all and this is why he really has become such a pessimist. There is aaually a vampire in the play and these other characters 
\ /evolve around ttte castle, .that is the home of the vampire. Basically, these other characters come into his life and they have these different conver-
' ': sations about where they are going and what they are going to dc-whether this is the way life" should be. The underlying theme to me is that 
•_you look at" birtli arid that is a beautiful thing arid death is meant to be same way but what is the period in between. What is it, wonderful? So 
through these characters I hope they shovv a slice of life, where they^are going and what they do. 
Semper: I believe in the upcoming production by the Amardean Players you are co-directing and also acting in the play. 
' Michael: Writing the script I always wanted to play a part in the final product on stage. Amanda Beer is my co-director and she's great to work 
with. Also Qn--stage it hard to see that big picture and also having someone else look at the play I hope that it will bring out *resh ideas and 
perspectives. Also the-female perspeaive gives the play that something different and improves it in a sense. 
Semper: So what part are you actually playing? 
Michael: I'm not going- to say.. I hope that you'll all come along and find out for yourselves. 
- Semper: I guess we'll just have to come and do that. 
Vampire runs from September 25 through to Octobe' 5 at the Cement Box Theatre. The tickets are really good for students at only $10 a head 
and $15 for anyone who isn't; The show runs Wednesday to Saturday at 8pm and bookings can oe made on 3377 2240. 
Liam Muller 
• » • * . 
Turandot 
Nessun Dorma - these words may not mean much to you, but you almost 
certainly know the aria for which they are the title, A/essun Dorma (None 
Shall Sleep) is world famous as the Three Tenors anthem, that one which 
Carreras, Domingo and Pavarotti belt OLt at the end of every concert. (It 
also used to serve as the tune for New Zealand tourism ads a couple of 
years ago.) 
That song comes from Puccini's opera Tarandot, which will be performed in 
Brisbane from September 18 to October 5 at the Lyric Theatre. It comes to 
Brisbane after sell-out seasons in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. In fact 
it was so popular in Sydney that it has played there five tmes in four and a 
half years. 
This production of Turandot was first dene in 1990 by Graeme Murphy's 
Sydney Dance Company (currently performing in the Brisbane Festival as 
Free Radicals) and is now being presented by Opera Queensland. Turnadot 
has a cast of over 120 people, with 70 adult chorus members, 20 children 
chorus members and 85 people from the Queensland Symphony Orchestra, 
as well as dancers and actors. 
The story is set in mythical China and based on an ancient fable. The icy 
Princess Turandot challenges her suitors to answer three nddles - if they fail, 
they die - but if they answer correctly, they win her hand in marriage. 
Prince Calaf takes up the challenge and answers correctly Horrified, 
Turandot must accept Calaf's challenge - to discover his name by dawn - if 
she is to avoid marriage, for she can kill him if she learns it. 
Turandot is a classic opera and if plays f-om September 18 to Octooer 5 at 
the Lyic Theatre. Be sure to arrive early, though, because there will be a 
free introduction to Puccini, the opera and their background, 45 minutes 
before very show. Don't miss it. 
- .^-^ 
that goes on amongst it. "The Great White yype" is quite enjoyable, with quirky performances from 
Cheech Marin and lohn Lovitz, An all round good comedy, 
Marcus Brown 
The Great White Hype 
Starring Samuel L Jackson, Jeff Goldblum, Damon Wayans, Peter Berg. 
"The Great White Hype" is a very entertaining satire of the level of commercialism surrounding American sport, in par-
ticular boxing. Samuel L Jackson stars as the slimy 
promoter of "The Grim Reaper" Roper (Wayans), 
the CU'rent heavy weight champ. Jackson discovers 
that ratings and revenue from the heavy weight 
championship fights are on the slide why? Jackson 
proclaims "People are sick of niggers fighting nig-
gers". Therefore a search is begun to find a wor-
thy white challenger, found in Terry Conklin (Berg). 
Conklin defeated Roper in the amateurs, but now is 
a lead singer for a rock band. The film focuses on 
the hype surrounding the match and all the crap 
The Hunchback of Notre Dame 
Walt Disney Pictures 
This IS the most lavish made animated picture presented by Walt Disney. It is 
incredible! This animation story is from the classic Victor Hugo novel, Notrg. 
Dame de Pans, which I have not read and if you haven't either this will definite-
ly be an exciting, spertacular experience The story is intriguing and the visual 
imagery is stunning. The art design is a suoerb Gothic style and features a 
wondrous medieval Paris, 
This is the story of the "nnqnster" bell-boy, Quasimodo, who yearns to be a part 
of the everyday world he obsen/es from the "safety" of the church tower. 
Esmereidd is also an outcast.^ gypsy, who is able to sympathise with Quasi, 
Frollo is the evil menacing judge, who is Quasimodo's repressive guardian and 
Phoebus is Captain of the Guards, torn between conscience and duty. "A brief 
overview of the plot because this is a film you must see for yourself -1 don't 
want to give too.much away, - - . ...-. 
., , ' ^ — 
ThisDisney film deals primarily with the theme of social acceptance and 'Qnlike 
previous animation film5^.the Hunchback of Nbtre Dame is by far the most real-
istic; no fairy^odmothers, no magic spells being broken and no prince charm-
ing coming to rescue (ain't that a relief!). The boy that meets gid does not get the girl, the girl is much more physically stronger, tougher ^nd realistic than any other ani-
mated heroine (surprise!, she's not a bimbo). 
Bp5| 
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The film is packed with one-liners provided by Quasimodo's imaginary gargoyle friends, is witty and 
funny. Featuring the voices of Tom Hulce (Quasimodo), Demi Moore (Esmerelda - if she played char-
acters like this she might be taken seriously as an actress one day), Kevin Kline (Phoebus), Tony Jay 
(Frollo) and the gargoyles, Jason Alexander (Hugo), Charles Kimbrough (Victor) and Mary Widkes 
(Laverne). A stunning arraf'of cast and crew, it's directed by Gary Trousdale (Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin to name a few), and Kirk Wise (Beauty and the Beast). 
Produced by Don Hahn it's not only targeted to younger audiences but captures the heart and interests of adu ts alike. This is truly a wonderful and visually spectacular film 
- you won't be disappointed. I predict an Oscar nomination for Best Film, Best Original Score and any other category on animation. The colour, the confetti, the lots and 
lots of fun and suspense, will leave you breathless and with a lump in your throat as the directors bring so much emotion to life with this film. Don't miss it! 
Chrissa Georgiades. 
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SHINE „ 
A film by ScottHicks 
.. ' • ' " • 
There have been many good reasons to maintain faith in the Australian 
film industry as it has grown from silent to cyber, and Shine is one of 
these. 
Featured in the recent (and man/ellous) Brisbane International Film 
.Festival, which was graced by the presence of its prominent cast, 
Australian produced and directed Shine had critics and enthusiasts 
booking weeks in advance. Ever since its applauded arrival in the U.S, 
fivejStar fame seems to have preceded the film, wherever it has been 
screened. And it is not only for Noah Taylor, whose portrayal of David 
is as brilliant and memorable as his role in The Year My Voice Broke. 
The scenario, for all itstruth and delicacy, is compelling. 
Shine maps the brilliant but tormented life of one of Australia's most 
gifted sons, David Helfgott. A Jewish boy growing up in Melbourne, ,.., 
tutored and tortured by his father in merriory of NAZI concentration ' 
camps, Davie is ever mindful that he must sun/ive, or els'fiije crushed 
like an insect. He is driven by his father's vision of the supremacy of 
music, but will ultimately be shattered by a parental fear that the family 
will disintegrate should he leave. But the lure of life outside becomes 
too much for his stifled genius, and, although facing excommunication 
from his fam ly, he flees to London to fulfil his dream as a virtuoso 
pianist. 
But we do not meet David in the peak of performance - instead, drenched with rain, sodden ciga'ette in hand and mumbling seemingly incoherent phrases, he stares in through 
the glass of a small cafe. The staff greet him with bemusement until he sits down to the keyboard and stuns them into silence with his performance. For the second time in his 
life David shines, and is remembered by those who knew him thirty years before as a master of Rachmaninov's Third, notoriously the most demanding score ever written. 
Says Noah Taylor about David: "Everything about David has extraordinary poetry. His speech, his movements, his behaviour, are all musical. So much music was forced into 
him, there was almost no room left for anything else," 
Performances by Sir John Gielgud, Geoffrey Rush, Armin Mueller-Stahl and Lynn Redgrave are exceptional. Shine is a beautiful achievement by Scott Hicks, and deserves its 
acclaim. .^ 
Season commences 15 August. Alternatively, visit it on the net: 
httpVAwww.datatrax.com.au/roninfilms 
http;//www.online.apple,conrWvebcity/eworld/calendar/SunTranscripts/shine.html 
f 1.1m review 
Beautiful Girls 
It occu.'red to me half way through this 
movie that "Beautiful Girls"(and Rosie 
O'Donnel) could have just as easily been 
called Ugly Guys and Matt Dillon. The 
girls in question are - Lauren Holly, Uma 
Thurman, Mira Sorvino, and the 
extremely talented Natalie Portman. 
The story focuses on a group of life 
long drinking buddies and their juvenile 
lusting for the opposite sex. The little 
humour and drama generated comes 
from the interaction between the two 
groups. The result is a slow moving plot 
which reveals implausible reasons for 
why this sorry bunch have not yet 
decided to end their duller than dull 
lives with a mass suicide pact. 
If you haven't been deterred by my 
review and are still determined to see 
Beautiful Girls then please wait for 
video, rent it with five friends, and only 
waste a $ 1. 
Andrew. 
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In reviewing this particular travel guideJ'm corning at ydu, the public, from a pirticularlrigle. That Is theanHfe'cif^omebnelivfio has not£€JMeii,pvFr|ea^'r leTaTorie _^^^ qpto an aeroplane. 
Well o.k, that's a slight exaggeration. I did board a plane once in year 2 as part of an excursion at the Domestic Airlerminal. Even visited thl^cockfJItlDUtBtat was before I knew what 'cock' 
meant and so the moment was lost and the joke was>iever fertilised nor born. So for all you deprived travellers outthere this isthe bo.ok for you. Forget the over-sized coffee table book with 
the glossy picture of that big castle in that green valley with the moss. This travel guide is more likely to get you off your flabby flightless.butt with its raw, investigative style giving you names of 
places, maps of places, prices of places and trivia about places. ~ " ' • 
Europe '96 was compiled by eleven American university students whose location research has been collected and edited to give you, the consumer, an off-beat, budget sized holiday on .one of 
the most popular continents in the solar system. Over 24 countries have had their inner most culture exposed, price tagged, and circumnavigated by bus, train, car, and foot. And with such 
localities as England, Spain, France, Italy, Greece, Germany and Sweden there is no doubt these intrepid student travellers have covered popular ground and then some. 
With this many countries covered the amount of attention devoted to each one is minimal. If you are planning on concentrating on specific areas then it may be wiser to invest in a travel book 
dedicated to that particular region. However, the essentials are expertly covered and allow you, the traveller, to establish a firm-grasp of the basic tourist trade. Covered are a range of low to 
medium accommodations, cheap food and restaurants, how to exchange currency, the local transport systems, and interesting tourist attractions. 
Remember, the travel guide will most likely become your life blood during any vacation so it is important you get a good one. The Berkeley guides come highly recommended for the student 
market, having been designed by students for students. For a holiday on the loose throughout the European country side this guide is worth a look. I'll send you a postcard, 
Andy 
My Boyfriend's Father 
The fantastic thing aboiiJ Australian literature is the minute stretch of 
imagination needed to envision landscapes you have experienced in 
the flesh. It is Adelaide's oak laden suburbia that formstjiie backdrop 
for My Boyfriend's Father, the second creative outing for Australian 
novelist Ben Winch, This setting allows for the small-town claustropho-
bic feeling which consumes a family and destroys a father. 
Wtnch demonstrates his versatility by unfolding his bleak tale of a man 
teetering on the brink of oblivion through the postulating mind of a 
teenage girl. The girl, Sylvia, glorifies her boyfriend's father over-
whelmed by his reckless abandon whilst indifferent to the consequen-
tial scarring of family harmony. 
Winch writes in waves, giving the narrative a circular effect as Sylvia's 
hindsight uncovers SOITIC disturbing revelations. This slowerosion of 
events long gone creates little suspense and fails to camouflage the 
despicable nature of the boyfriend's father. Sylvia's unwavering respect 
for this man becomes perplexing and detracts from Winch's insightful 
comments about life in struggling suburbia. My Boyfriend's Father is in 
no way nail-biting, earth- shattering, or side-splitting but it does man--
age to give some interesting insight into one man's maddened world, 
Andy. 
Belgarath the Sorcerer 
by David and Leigh Eddings. 
The authors of this "prequel" to tho (let's face it) highly 
entertaining "Belgariad" fantasy series make quite a big deal 
of admitting Mrs. Eddings hasbeen in on the act al! along . 
This "slight modification of the authorial attribution" makes 
bugger all difference lo the novel, which is the usual good 
clean fun as our hero, the near-immortal and somewhat griz-
zled Belgarath (whom I've always imagined as'being played 
by Sean Connery) becomes first disciple of the nice God 
Aldur, participates In the War of the Gods, prepares the way 
forjhe nice (bu i^^ insipid) King Belgarion and does ail the tradi-
tional 'antasy-nove! chasing around after some magical 
Doohicky That Will Save The World . Eddings' stuff has 
always struck me as a sword-and-sorcery take-off of "Star 
Wars," you know, simple farm boy gets trained by wise old 
man with more than a couple of skeletons in the cupboard 
(Belgarath, in this case) to take on an evil fellow (the mad 
God Torak, in this case, who even wears lots of black armour 
and has a mighty distinctive sword, a la Darth Vader). This 
one's no different, so sit back, forget all those snobby preten-
sions about Good Books and read "Belgarath" over the holi-
days . Or Swot Vac, as I did. 
Gilda Stern. 
CODENAME DOWNFALL: The Secret Plan to Invade Japan 
Thonnas B. Allen and Norman Polmar 
On the cutting edge of militaiV history come Allen and Polmar with this fascinating and still largely unknown 
story of what would have happened had the atom bombs not forced Japan to surrender, it is a stdi^ of the 
Operation Downfall, the plan to invade the big islands of Japan in what would have been the largest and 
most complex amphibious landing in history. It also, jrguably, would turn out to be the bloodiest battle of 
the Second World War as Japanese army and civilian population prepared for the last suicidal stand and both 
sides planned an indiscriminate use of chemical and biological weapons. 
"Codename Downfall" also answers the question why the atom bombs had to be used. The book traces the 
bloody history of retaking the Japanese-held islands, Japanese army's fanaticism with its suicidal attacks and 
the no-surrender policy, the futility of conventional bombing and the Japanese hostility to the idea of surren-
der. Allen and Polmar see those and other factors as essential to understanding Truman's decision. It is a 
story of how the people of Hiroshima and Nagasaki had to die so that millions of others, both Japanese and 
American, would live. While many will find Allen's and Poimar's conclusions controversial, it's a first class 
read. 
Dan Stone 
I*" 
STALIN 
. - by Edvard Radzinsky 
Perhaps the recent adagtation of Shakespeare's "Richard HI" shouldn't have been focused on 
Dickie as a proto-Hitler, but rather as a communist apparatchik,^  already firmly ensconced in 
power, manipulating - and murdering -people and the system for his own nefarious, ambitious 
. ends. ..Certainly, Stalin was more like Richard than Hitler - he too had a deformed arm, was more 
of ari anonymous.bureaucrat than public figure (at le^t in his rise to'power) and already by the 
time of his ascension had the blood of thousands staining his hands (Richard as general in the 
.Wars of the Roses, Statin as communist revolutionary and liberator of the masses). 
; Radzinsky's portrait is certainly revealing. Using previously confidential KGB archival information, 
' .= •• , i"' he explams.the motivations for the war this devout Marxist-Leninist conducted against his own 
people. Nio, it was not insane paranoia; Stalin was much too calculating and rational than that, 
unlike the naive Hitler, who let his emotions rule him. No, it was rather a method to firm up his 
- grip on the state, make himself the one indispensable person or institution in the nation. It was 
also a plan to discipline the people, just before he engage^in war against the enemies of the rev-
olution, for Stalin had resolved by 1939 to launch a surprise attack on Hitler, the first obstacle to 
his goal of world communism. As Marx said, 'n a passage highlighted by Stalin in one of his 
books kept in the archives, "There is only one way to shorten and ease the convulsions of the old 
society and the bloody birth pangs of the new - revolutionary terror". We learn also that he was 
planning a new Terror just before his death, to re-discipline the people before he began 
' Armageddon, the final and greatest war against the enemies of communism - the Western world, 
us. Thank god he died when he did, apparently on the same day his Terror was to begin. We 
also get revealing insights into the minds and motivations of his contemporaries, such as the 
equally bloodthirsty but more colourful Lenin and Trotsky. And it offers revealing insights into 
the methods of communism - such as how it is opposed by so many people (peasants, the intelli-
gentsia - at least in that country, not necessarily in the places where communism isn't - and the 
middle class), which is of course why they must all be killed. Overall, an enthralling read about 
one of this century's towering figures, whose monument nonetheless is dwarfed by the oceans of 
blood ll spawned. 
JBK 
book 
Stormy Weather 
by Carf Hiaasen. 
Carl Hiaasen's the extremely funny novelist responsible for the hilarious "Strip Tease" novel 
(about to hit Australia in a watered-down film version starring Demi Moore). 
"Stormy Weather's" his latest book, and while it's funny indeed it's very much more of the same: 
nasty things happening in Florida (Miami after a hurricane, in this case), with some of the nastiest 
things happening to newlyweds and politicians (two of Hiaasen's main perennial victims). 
The newlyweds in this case aren't so for very long: the husband tears off with his video camera to 
shoot footage of post-hurricane Miami, while his wife ends up eloping with a resident of the 
everglades whose main hobby is skull collecting. The politician's a loopy ex-governor turned 
Unabomber clone who also lives in the swamp (and kindnaps the video-freak husband to teach 
him a lesson), it's funnier than it sounds, folks, and quite a bit more complex: one of Hiaasen's 
best features is his skill at creating and interweaving a myriad of sub-plots. 
If you've never read Hiaasen's work before, this one'll probably seem highly original and comically 
inventive. If you have already encountered his wonderful, anarchic upending of Floridan life, this 
one's still worth reading. Don't expect any surprises, though. 
Gilda Stern. 
THE UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSHOP 
..THE LUCIFER PRINCIPLE: A Scientific Expedition into the 
Forces of Hlst9jcy_ 
tw Howafd'Bioom 
It must be a pretty good book if you can disagree with about 
half of what the author is saying but still immensely enjoy 
reading the whole, "The Lucifer Principle" is a stimulating yet 
frightening and repulsive book. It comes as close as you can 
get to a non-fiction page-turner; it enlightens, startles and 
challenges but its negativity (or is it just ultra-realism ?), 
genetic determinism and defeatism ultimately leave a bad 
taste in your mouth. 
Howard Bloom takes upon himself the task - some would say 
too onerous for somebody who is neither a professional his-
torian nor a scientist but a rock'n'roll PR man - to explain in 
just over 330 pages (plus quite extensive endnotes) why his-
tory is a bitch and why hatred, war, violence, hierarchies, 
com15?tition and domination are all natural parts of human , 
condition, What Bloom aims to do is to virtually rewrite the 
theory of evolution; his arguments and observations - none 
original but all exquisitely compiled - involve, among other 
things, shifting the evolutionary emphasis from an individual 
onto a group - the "sup^or^anism" -and noting the impor-
tance of memes, or cultural/idea "genes", that alongside the 
conventional genes shape the evolution of human species. 
In the end Bloom proves that humans at their worst don't behave any differently than animals in their 
lust for domination, procreation and territory, Alas, this is nothing new - religious and secular philoso-
phers agonised over this human tendency for ages; call it the Original Sin or something else. But they 
also knew that we are more than animals; after all we are the first creatures on Earth who can override 
their baser "animal" instincts, all to a much greater extent than Bloom admits. He denies that society 
and civilisation make us any better but without them our lives would really ( continuously )resemble 
those of ants, rats and monkeys he so often disscribes, 
if you don't want to lose your faith-in humanity read "The Lucifer Principle" together with a book like 
J^ames Q Wilson's "The Moral Sense". The picture is not so bleak. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
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R T1L L A c \}&mm , . ,,.,, r,,, 
• ^ & ! | I can't say I enjoyed "The Tortilla 
• " •• Curtain". It's hard canned reality. 
Set in California it moves from the -
life of a rich white American 
Naturalist to that of an illegal 
Mexican immigrant. 
Throughout it I wanted to rage 
against the injustices of racism, of 
poverty..,And yet I'm a hypocrite, I 
couldn't help but sympathise with 
the other side of the equation, the 
fear of being over run, the fear of 
losing the freedom to walk the 
streets. 
This IS a book which has affected me, 
more than I care to admit. It's made 
me realise just how lucky i have been 
and just how selfish. I only wish the 
journey hadn't been so painful 
Svet. 
JUL AM ILLJ ULLLMJJIIILU^ ^ 
The unauthorised iguide-tpvj^'-
the complete series ; ' ; 
by Frank Lovece ._ . ^ . 
This is one for the real X-Files ' 
fanatics; otherwise why would 
you need to know that in the 
episode "Excelsius Dei" (sec-
ond series) Mulder and Scully 
stay in hotel rooms number 
206 and 210? Or that Tom 
Butler who plays an electrocut-
ed businessman in "Ghost in 
the Machine" (first series) 
later on has also guest appear-
ance as an CIA agent in 
"Colony" (second serTes)? Or 
that there is a very noticeable 
lapse in logic in "Paper Clip" 
(third series)? Don't ask me; 
I'm not one of the people who 
sit in front of their VCRs with a 
finger on the Pause button and 
take down all the minute 
pieces of information - and 
then cross reference them 
across all tho three series of 
the show. But aside from the absurd amount of trivia, "The X-Files Declassified" 
is actually a useful reference for the X-Files; it contains in-depth profiles of Chris 
Carter and major stars of the series (including their filmographies), synopsis of 
every episode together with all the major credits, locations and actor profiles. A 
truly amazing mountain of information, in all. The work on the book has obvi-
ously ended before the 1 Uh episode of the third series had aired in the US, 
because the details about the remaining fourteen episodes are very sketchy 
(you'll probably have to Vw-ait for the second edition ). Just to compensate you for 
that; have a little piece of trivia about "Quagmire" which was shown in Australia 
on August 14: Lake Heuvelmans, in vvhich monster Big Blue lives, is named after 
zoologist Bernard Heuvelmans, who spent his whole life looking for all types of 
legendary monsters, from Nessie to Yeti, Yet another supernatural in-joke. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
GOBLINS & WHIRLWIND (The X-Files omnibus edition ) 
by Charles L. Grant 
Hands up all those who think that movie novelisations are a travesty. 
Well, fortunately this book isn't; both "Gobiins" and "Whirkvind" are 
original stories merely based on the generai concept of tne series. 
Grant, an American horror writer (and let's face it, "The X-Files" sits 
more comfortably in that genre than, let's say, in science fiction ) isn't 
Dan Simmons or Phil Rickman, but he's competent enough and you 
can easily imagine both stones translated onto the silver screen. The 
book versions of Mulder and Scully are pretty on-targct, their interac-
tion familiar and well captured and some exchanges very much in the 
tradition of the best Mulderisms and Scullyisms so reverently collected 
by the X-philes on the Internet, "Goblins" involves an invisiole 
assailant who (or whicti) terrorises little town slashing throats of 
his/her/its unfortunate victims; "Whirlwind" takes our favourite agents 
to rocky deserts of Arizona, where people and animals are meeting 
their end in a very grisly manner - losing their skin. One can imagine 
another omnibus edition coming out next year, with Kevin J, 
Anderson's latest efforts "Ground Zero" and "Ruins". The X-Files nov-
els aren't going to have a wide appeal, but the legions of the fans of 
the series will probably jump at anything v^ i^th Mulder and Scully in it. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
The Lions of AL-Rassan 
by Guy Gabriel Kay 
This isn't a tale for the weak hearted. "The Lions 
of AL-Rassan" has it all - the struggle for 
supremacy, battles, bloodshed, laughter and of 
course love. 
It's set in the middle ages in another world. Two 
kingdoms on the brink of a holy war...But it's not 
so black and white. On one side is Rodrigo 
Belmonte, the military commander of the 
Jadditen (the sun worshippers) on the other 
Ammar ibn Khairan - poet, assassin, diplomat 
and soldier, an Asharite (worshipper of the stars). 
Both men have at a time served under the same 
king, are comrades in arms... 
Caught up within the middle is Jeharc - who's 
described as a "brilliant female physician." She's 
the official army "doc." and a member of he 
Kindalh faith. (The people of this religion, are 
kind of like the Jews of Nazi Germany). 
The way Kay has interwoven their lives, really 
made the characters come alive and completely 
burst my bubble of knights in white shining armour saving fair maidens in distress. 
Little is left to the imagination of the horror of war the beauty of love. 
Svet. 
ABSTRACTION 
"Evidence 2" 
This compilation from Transmission Communications 
brings together the finest of the Brisbane electronic-
inspired scene. While bands like Ostia and Glitch can't 
be described as dance/techno bands in any sense of 
the word, they too use synthesisers quite prominently 
and I guess that was enough for the people putting 
this disc together. While I'm not into industrial, experi-
mental and hard core music, there was enough good 
stuff here even for me; the highlights included V.I,S.I. 
with their very 90s take on the 80s techno-pop. First 
World who, if "Lovestrick'nyze" is anything to go by 
are rightly compared to Depeche Mode, New Order 
and the Pet Shop Boys, the sublime Glitch and the 
undoubtedly the number one talent on the CD; Tycho Brahe whose "White Room" blew me 
away - they sounded just like Depeche Mode should if they were still writing good songs. \n all a 
great introduction to the Brisbane electronic underground - a real wealth of talent right under 
our own noses. 
R.T. 
Fuzzface 
EP 
Well there is not much 
more to be said about 
this EP which has not 
already been said to 
describe the music of 
most 3 piece bands 
except, it has an eye 
catchy cover and great 
graphics on the CD. 
The music is nothing 
special.' 
Craig. 
Weddings Parties 
Anything 
Luckiest Man 
Weddings Parties Anything 
insist on being an 
Australian answer lo the 
Pogues; "Luckiest Man" is 
a typical WPA produa in 
tradition of "Fathers Day", 
but it's the "Lights of 
Devonport" - a beautiful, 
" dark, brooding and angiy 
song of escaping from a 
small town - that deserves 
to get the first billing. The 
single also contains the covers of two classics "Reasons to Believe" 
and "Sweet Thames Flow Softly". 
Paula. 
Header 
Oh High Street 
For some reason , that I don't understand, UK Pop is 
popular and here is yet another example of it. Header 
music is a mixture of the drone sounds of Oasis and 
the meaningless songs of 3lur. But the major differ-
ence and possible downfall for this band is that their 
home town is Australia, They are just trying to get on 
the band-wagon and willing to go all the way, down 
to the UK look. 
It is not go ng to make any difference telling you how 
much they suck because they have already made a 
name for themselves with their hit "Restoration". 
So, to conclude, this album is not for everyone. 
Craig. 
' • I H K M I : ,: , 
In.Blue Cave 
Quite a solid effort, which is ver/simiiar 
to previous album "Crank". Everyone 
Knows "Waking Up Tired" whicfi.vvas 
quite a sensation 2 months ago,; Other 
tracks lo look out for are "Son of a 
Gun" (which is receiving some play .on 
Triple J currently) and "Night Must Fall". 
It will certainly please Hoodoo fans, 
however if you're new to Gurus perhaps 
you should start with "Electric Soup" 
(Greatest Hits). 
Kent Worsley 
RonWHhH 
oasis 
OASIS 
"Roll With It" 
This is yet another re-release of one of the older sin-
gles from "What's the Story" - a much more rockier 
and rough Oasis, as opposed to the usual Beatlesque 
pop we've come to expect from them. There's noth-
ing remarkab:e about the song itself; it's the slower 
"Talk Tonight" that rather desen/es.tp be put on the 
A-side, or even "Acquiesce", both previously unre-
ieased tracks - if not for "Roll With It" itself, get-Jthis 
single for those other songs. On'top of that yoa'ir 
get a free Oasis sticker (goodness gracious) and the 
cover itself is worth the price of the single. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
&f .•i^'r^r^ 
Horsehead 
Ever (smgle) 
Single as predicted by yours 
truly, when reviewing the 
album 2 months ago. Uses 
a catchy riff and soft lyrics 
at start of song, before 
screaming into the chorus. 
Good sounding song 
deserving purchase. So, if 
you're looking for some 
good heavy rock try 
"Horsehead" 
Kent Worsley 
'^iK. 
j iS| ^ ^ n ^ ^ NO DOUBT j Tragic Kingdom 
There is no doubt that "No 
Doubt" have no doubt about 
what they do, after putting 
together a great all round album. 
An album that will make you 
laugh, and make you cry, you will 
have feelings of happiness and 
anger or something like that. But 
enough of the crap. No Doubt 
have put a superb album together 
which includes their hit - "Just a 
Girl", but this is no means the 
tempo of the album. It varies 
from song to song; some have percussion and some are slower than others. 
The lead vocal "Gwen Stefani" adds extra depth to the songs with her 
unique pouting voice. Overall it Is a magnificent album. 
Craig. 
Theme From Mission: Impossible 
Adam Clayton and Larry Mullen 
(1/2 U2) 
Remember the classic theme from the 
hit 60's TV Mission: Impossible, well 
here's the one from the movie. Just 
like the film the tune is jazzed up, 
loud and very entertaining, Mullen & 
Clayton have really done a great job, 
with various mixes which will satisfy 
even the biggest techno head. 
Expect to hear the mixes in the clubs 
when you go 'out, 
Marcus Brown 
GIN BLOSSOMS 
"As Long As It Matters" 
This is rather uninspiring new release from 
"Congratulations I'n Sorry"; Gin Blossoms' 
second album. Sounding exactly like every 
other Blossoms song, except not nearly as 
good as "Jealous" cr "Until I Fall Away" it 
prcbably won't create even a small riople on 
our charts. The irony is that it's the live ver-
sion of "Mrs, Rita", one of the weaker songs 
from their previous "New Miserable 
Experience" that here sounds like the "A-
side". 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
• ^ 
MIDNIGHT OIL 
"Underwater" 
Another less then 'emark-
able come-back from a 
band that we've come to 
expect more of. Very differ-
ent than their earlier stuff, 
"Undenwater" is rough, 
gritty and un-anthemic - try 
to image Oils produced by 
Flood. Unless you're a die-
hard fan, give it a miss. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
Coolio 
It's All The Way Live (NOW) 
RT hit the nail riglit on the head 
when he said "Ice T must feel 
threatened by the new generation 
of gangster rappers", in the last 
issue of Semper. Look out Ice T 
here comes Coolio, 
I The single contains 2 of his songs, 
"it's All The Way Live (NOW)" is 
I the theme song to the new motion 
1 picture "EDDIE". The second song 
is "1234 Jumpin f^ew" which has 
had huge success in the USA & 
Australia. The CD is great to get 
down and groove to. And who knows I might even see the movie now! 
Chris Jabs 
Wade Hayes 
On a Good Night 
(single) 
This artist appears to be cash-
ing in on the popular country 
dance trend, and uses mainly 
styles and ideas of other 
artists such as Garth Brooks 
and Brook and Dunn. 
Obviously Columbie is trying 
to break into the country 
market. 
Kent Worsley 
STRAWPEOPLE 
'Taller than God" 
Strawpeople are one of those dance l?^^^!^!?!;! 
i^y-i--.*''-' 
•'t''ik''iH~e r t h a n ' ^ ' ^ j - ' ^ i . 
bands that is really an electronic 
outfit kicking and screaming to get 
out and be ab c to express itsel^  in 
its preferred medium, Alas, the 
commercial pressures mean that to 
sun/ive in the cruel musical market-
place, Strawpeople have to put cut 
this kind of insincere, albeit still dif-
ferent and moody enough, dance 
fodder. Don't take me wrong; the 
song is good - the typical elusive 
and brooding Strawpeople product - but it would sound so much better without 
any pretensions. 
R.T. 
mus iG review 
I , :,' , 
Ash 
1977 
No, 1977 is no the year that the three members of 
the Irish outfit "Ash" were born in, but rather, the 
album is named after the year that the first STAR-
WARS movie was released. In fact Ash are younger 
than the average age of a pisscutting 2nd year 
Engineer, being just 17 years old. 
"Oh no." I hear you groan, "Not another 
Sih/erchair!". Nothing could be further from the 
truth as Ash pump out number after rippin' number 
of original Indie-pop rock. 
All in all this is a great high-charged album, with 
outstanding tracks such as "Goldfinger", "Girl From 
Mars", "Oh Yeah", "Angel Interceptor", and the 
fantastic "Kung Fu", which one can hear tacked onto the back of Jackie Chan's "Rumble in the 
Bronx". 
Experiencing this album is like drinking Bourbon with Jolt Cola, of course it would save you a 
massive headache and smelly grogans for a week aftenwards if you just bought the album, 
which 1 highly recommend to anybody looking for a high-energy adrenalin-charged rock-rol-
lickin' good time. 
Andrew Wright 
Longpigs 
"On and On" (single) 
"On and On" is by far the best song 
of British band Longpig's album, "The 
Sun is Often Out". Since this single 
also contains "Dozen Wicked Words" 
I would recommend buying this rather 
than the full album, 
the B-side's "Your Face" and "Sleep" 
are also quite good, emphasising the 
fact that the single is better than the 
somewhat mediocre album. 
Andrew Wright 
^ \ 
- PEARL JAM 
;M -No Code" 
One of the more eagerly awaited albums of the 
year cannot but disappoint both the avid Pearl Jam 
^^  fans as well as more casual acquaintances with one 
* - i * ^ \\ of the godfathers of grunge. Make no mistake, I ,01 ine yuuidiiierb oi yiunyc. md\c i iu llllJla^c, 
yjci "Ten" was one of the best rock albums of this 
I . . . . decade, or any decade really, exploding right at the 
"^"' start of the '90s with an exquisite raw energy and 
' - power that is so often evident on debut albums. 
T But it's becoming arguable that Pear! Jam hardly 
I released anything since then that would even 
attempt to equal their first offering. "No Code" 
I certainly doesn't come anywhere close; there are no 
"Alive", "Even Flow", "Jeremy" or "Black" in here; 
no major grunge anthems - it's all a lot slower and more introspective, as if Pearl Jam got tired of 
staring down the mosh-pits and the long procession of crowd surfers and wanted to lay back and 
take it easy, go back to the more tracitional roots and don't even try to put together a consistent 
and commercially successful album. The result might be honest but it's not remarkable - the pain 
is gone, anger merely turns into disappointment and the emotions are random and unfocused. 
Strictly for the die-hard fans only. 
Daniel McLachlan 
Reel 2 Reel 
Jazz It Up 
From the people that brought you the huge 
Number 1 success "t Like To Move It" comes 
"Jazz It Up" taken from the album "Are 
You Ready For Some More". 
To be honest with you, I love this song and 
it has been played to death on my CD play-
er. A great song with a definite jazz feel to 
it. 
The single contains 6 mixes of the song, of 
which I can't get enough of I It even makes 
me ponder on buying the album. 
Chris Jabs 
35 
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DOapRiV?Mp:JWARRrd^^bFtME^|iEER^ 
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' . . , • • . . • . ^ ' • , . ' ' ' ' / t . . v ' ^ •*• ••. < ! - • ' ' - ' • • • ' • • •, • - „ ^ ' " * » % 
HayingTong ago released all the best Peter Davidson "Doctor Who" stories ("Eart'hshock," ' ' X " ' 
"Cavesof^Andro^ni," "Kinda," "Resurredionbf'the Da!eks''.^nds9on);'theindiscf'irhi-''.; *>,' ' '^ , 
nate folks at BBC Video.are now, it seems, hell bent on inflicting the'wofst ones upon usT . : ' - - * . 
"Warriors of the Deep" is one of the worst Davidson adventures. Not that there are too • '";" ' 
many (the worst one's "Terminus," set as it is in an intergalactic leper colony), but as the • ' . • • ' 
good ones are very very good, the bad ones are horrid. Made in 1984, it's set about a ' '' . • ' 
hundred years in the future, in a Cold-War inspired worid divided into two opposing • - ' 
power blocs, an undenA/ater missile base is attacked by the Silurians, intelligent humanoid : . 
dinosaurs who popped into hibernation 65 million years ago. They've a nasty habit of 
• popping out of hibernation to regain their rightful place at the top of the food chain, and 
this time they commandeer the submarine base to nuke humanity, assisted by their Sea 
Devil chums and by the Myrka, .an aquatic dinosaur that packs a nasty elect.ric^ar^ (and 
looks like a Rock Eisteddfod prop). • . . ' ' • -
The script sounds OK, but the acting's straight out of an Ed Wood film, the special effects ' 
are el cheapo (esoecially the hilarious Myrka monster, played by the blokes who did the 
pantomime horse in "Rentaghost") and not even the performarices of Davidson and his 
obligatory companions save "Warriors of the Deep" from theB-grade b'asket. 
"The Sea Devils," starring Jon Pertwee as the third (and perhaps the best) Doctor Who, is N . 
another matter entirely. This is the first (1972) appearanceof the SeaDevils, later resur-
rected for "Warriors of the Deep" but, God help us, far more impressive here. In a plot 
looking rather like the Grandaddy of all the X-Files, Doctor Who and his scatty assistant, 
Jo Grant, investigate the vanishing of a shitload of ships off the English coast.Jt turns out 
that the sinkings are the work of tlie Sea Devils, who've been awakened by Doctor Who's 
enemy the Master (Roger Del^ado,'in fine moustache-twirling form). 
The only thing that!s really bad about this one is (as ever, with Pertwee stories) the back- ' \.: • 
ing music. Apart from that, this is a classic Pertwee story and well worth watching. 
RossN.Krantz >'' 
• • ' ^ \ ' 
Wings Over 
What began withgreat treacheiy, ended irigre^'t ferod^^^ 
Europe, the war in the Pacrfjc'did not begin wijh'a sIbVy and tortuous ' , '. 
countdoyvn to the inevitable,'nor'djd (t en^xHaV^. .Thisdocumen-,... - ; ^ ' 
ta'ry begins almost irnmedigtelyiat "that in'fampu's day.'in Pearl . ^. •....' .. • ^ . . 
Harbour. It does not'deal I^vith theruthless.^ir-jVar Waged by Jap^h . ' . . ' 
againstChina, nor with the cc^nspiracyabcutvyhetheHhe Pea • . . . p 
Harbour attack was knovy^to FDR and .iZhui-chill; Thisdocufnentary, ^^ "'•', --. 
is like the events'depicted - fast,' wijih' notinne td'sit and conterinplate' ' , • 
what might have been or what was>.the:righf tiling to do. ,^ It leaps . 
from the Battle of the Coral Sea to hifdway to the Marianas TijrJcey ' . 
Shoot, while on the waVinten/iewing American and Japanese"pilots'; -* , 
'arid Ihe aircraft they flew.' For a nribnient th.erei I thought that 
George Bush'(whd was shot down in-the Marianas'Turkey Shoot, I 
believe it'was, while flying his 'Avenger torpedo bomber) might be 
inten/iewed,^ut I hoped in vain. It ends', of course,"with."the only* ' 
"'w;eapon that could tame the unconquerable Japanese"spirit; who . • 
were prepared to resist to the.fest irian" - thd atomic bomb.ancl-. 
Japan's surrender afterwards. Overall, this is an excellent overview of 
the subject, with some dramatic and excellent fdotage of the war in 
..theskysabove.thePacific.. 
ENola ^ ^ 
•y^: 
ONCE UPON A TIME IN CHINA III 
HUNTERS: EYE OF THE'SERPENT 
. ' • ' • » . • • . ' . " . • • • 
Snakes aren't exactly anyone's favourite creaturesrat least ever.sipcei >.«' 
that ugly Eden incident atrthose years ago,'but tfv^y'^are^Ti^^^^ 
intriguing animals; dangerousil-epolsiveaWKylrtptic.TK^^^ 
you on a journey from i'ainforest of,^o,b''tlrAmeric3'!tb<rfeserts''6f thie".':','-•' 
southern US, .ait habitats for variQus sferfjent spgcies^ anything frdir i" ^ '.'r.-, 
giant anacondas and bdjpe-crobching'.btj'a'coristflctors.to small but •-"';"• 
deadly cdra] shakes afid/njusic^f/.atilesfiakes.-'Airis shovved in ife slith- '. 
ering legl^s;glofy vyit^ ^splT1e^nteTesHAg^^ snakes hunting: . ' : 
and devourlrig their.iireyrtbeittiirds'orTbtients or even other snakes. ( ' 
somethinp^l didn'Jt'.lcfiow.eyer occurred ).'l made^the mistake of w^tlch-
. jng Saunters jjfeye gifthe^eTieht" •'during di.hnery but";at least'jt made- '•; > 
: ynMj^?^';iii6j(&,dther dod'^ creatures^ 
r'iTCAariiiiature'slap is short and brutish indeed^.everything either con-, "• 
sfantly>jiti"ng of being eaten, but goslt, it all makes for "some-fjne' : ' " 
hature'docUmentaries. . .' . ' • ,•' . . - - - . . 
Arthur Chrenkoff ^ - < v ' ". • y... 
This, a third instalment in the (now) five part vehicle for the 
rising star of Hong Kdng martial arts pictures Jet Lee, is quite 
remarkable. I haven't seen the other four films but if they 
: _, are anything like this one, I wouldn't mind a ten hour ses-
•. sion watching all five "Once upon's" in a row. The plot 
;-• ,doesn't really matter but the whole thing takes place around 
" t h e turn ot the century in Beijing, on the eve of the Lion 
,.; Dance festival..Wong Fei Hung (Jet Lee) arrives to visit his 
' ' father who runs a factory, and is instantly drawn into the 
, factional fighting surrounding the contest. Add to that some 
• romance, international political intrigue involving Russians, 
'•; and - as alyvays - amazing martial arts displays, and you've 
. gota riveting 110 minutes. Lee is a great and charismatic 
''."succjessbrto his famous name-sake and his performances are 
' . tjnbelievable .(w/atchout for the fighting sequence on the 
- slippery.floor); but all is eclipsed by the finale where dozens 
of two-peopfe teams wearing the lion outfits (that look to 
an uninijiated eye like the better-known Chinese dragons so 
prominehtjn.the New Year parades) try to clirnb a huge 
, wooden strijcture while belting the hell out of'each other, 
. . all to get the-big prize. Truly amazing. Watch outfor Jet Lee; 
truly, he can't stay so relatively unknown for much longer. 
Dennis Gregg ' - " 
V . ' M ' 
' I 
TIMK l N ; C l i l , \ A 111 
RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE 
15*- AUDIENCES 15 YEARS MO OVER 
MEDIUI/LtV!:;.V!O.FNr.h 
video ' • : • • • < • 
' " 1. . . • 
• ^ . 
ONCE UPON A TIME IN CHINA. 
This is a classic martial arts film 
from the acclaimed Asiati director 
Tsui Hark, The film tells us of the 
struggle of the I900's China to 
maintain its character after for-
eigners take control; it details the 
personal trials and tribulations of a 
humanist and a martial arts 
teacher Wong. This film has some 
spectacular fight scenes, including 
a quite famous fight ina room full 
of ladders. The film stars up-and-
coming actor Jet Lee, whose mar-
tial arts abilities are unbelievable; 
he makes fighting look like ballet 
on steroids. This is a very enter-
taining maftiat arts flick, and a 
very moving and patriotic story of 
China's struggle. 
Marcus Brown. 
V •- THE BANANA SPLITS:: UNPEELED - : \ 
• This is quite bTzarre: Ydu .have tQ think that'a '70s kids show must have real-
ly. attairiedsoKjesort^jf^SciJ It-status i f I compilation of some of its'episodes 
• fisreleasedoh yid^o'fb anno domini-'igge"; Td cut the long story short'The -
• Banaiiia Splits.are four animai fire-fighteri(?) that drive dune buggies which 
. resGrhble them(?).They also have a rocic band. They are the holts of a car-
'toon.show screening some relatively unknown Hanna-Barbera productions • 
: 'like "The Arabian Knights", "TheThreVMusketeers'' and the live-action - ' 
- show "Danger Island". I have to confess that was my first encounter with 
••Banana Splits, but they're said to have influenced everyone from"REM's \-.'-
, Michael Stipe whb'said that they had more impact on him than the' Beatles, • 
to Bananarama, who took their name from the series. As you can well 
.expect of a '70s production Ceven if it's just a children show) it's all pretty 
psychedelic and bizarre. The young viewers might not have been tripping 
together with their four furry idols but the show's producers certainly were. 
Add tothat the rock'n'roll angle, with songs that are row covered by REM 
and Liz Phair and you're in for an off-the-wall experience. But can anyone 
tell me why does the drummer bear Bingo look and sojnd exactly like John 
Howard? ' . 
Forrest Onion , ^ _ 
'.^r; -jm V 
/ ^ ^ 
P I Z Z A S FROIM 5p(vi A H N i q h r s 
C O F F E E F R O M ^ p i v i S A T , S U N 
( C A F F E c l o s e s 7 . ^ 0 S U I N ) SCHONELL UNivERsiiy GROUNCIS UNION Rd, ST. LUCIA 
W« ar« proad to b« chosen to present to Brisbane Moviegoers 
ThE A . R I . 1 9 9 6 AUSTRAUAN Filrvi FESTIVAL 
Also during S9ptemb«r m w i l l b9 screening 13 JNTERNflTiONfiL films for al l tastes f rom 
CANADA USA BRITAIN ITALY FRANCE AUSTRALIA 
7PM STvBEAUTY (1.58) 9,03 9PM TH^ ^ 
Tue 10 
Wed 11 
Thu 12 
Fri 13 
Sat 14 
Sun 15 
Tue 17 
Wed IB 
Thu 19 
FrI 20 
Sat 21 
Sun. 22 
Tue 24 
lot 
Wed 25 
1.05 LOVE/CAT. Fin 2.20 
1.30 Confess. 3.30 Love/Ca . 5.30 VIDEO (AFI) 
5.30 (AFI: Mr Reliable) 
2.30 ST. BEAUTY Fin 4.30 
3pm CONFESS. (1.50) 4,55 
Warn 12PM 3pm (AFI) 
2.45 CONFES. (1.50) 4,40 
2pin Les Enfant(3.05)5.10 
1.05 TIME TO KILL Fin 3.35 
i;3bLove/Cal Fin'2.50 
2.45 COLD FARM (1.43)4.3 
2PM Les Enfants Du Paradis 
5,15 BRIL. LIES (1.33) 6.53 
4.45 Les Enfants (3.05)8pir 
4.45 ST.BEA.UTY (1.58) 6,50 
5.15 Brill. Lies (1.33) 6.55 
3,30 SWEETIE (1.36) 5.10 
3.05 Time to Mil Fin 5.35 
4,30 BRILAIES (1,33) 6.08 
3.45 Les Enfants Fin 7pm 
4.45 CONFESS. (1,50) 6.50 
(note 3.05 hours-Fin 5.201( 
7.30 Richard 111(1 . J I 9.20 
7PM ST, BEAUTY (1.58) 9.03 
7pm (AFI: Floating life) 
7,30 LpVE^CAT. (1,16) 8,50 
7pm (AFI: Cosi) 
7.15 CONFESS. (1.50) 9,10 
6.30 Stealing Beauty (1.58) 8.33 
7PM CONFESS. (1,50) 8,55 
8pm BrII. Lies (1.33) 9.38 
7pm LOVE/CAT. (1.16) 8.20 
7PM: CT-HOUSE OF BAMBOl 
7PM CONFESS. (1.50) 8.55 
6.30 Stealing Beauty (1.58) 8.33 
6.30 LES ENFANTS (3.05) 
7pm(AFI:Ufs) 
7pm SIT DOWN COMED f CLUB (IN FOYER) 
Watch for dotalls! 
6,30 CONFESS, (1,50) 8,25 
7pm Cold Farm (1.43) 8.48 
6,30 CONFESS. (1,50).8.25, 
7PM Cold Farm (1.43) 8.48 
6.45 TIME TO KILL (2.111 9.31 
9.30 Last Supper (1.32) 11,10 
9PM LAST SUPPER {1 ,# 10.45 
9pm (AFI: love serenade) 
xxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 
9.15 LOVE/CAT. (1.16)10.35 
8.30 Brilliant Lies (1.33) 10.15 
9PM ST.8EAUTY (1,58) 11.05 
9.30 Love/Cat. (1.16) 11pm 
xxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 
9PM LOVE/CAT. (1.16)10.20 
8.30 Brilliant Lies (1.33) 10.15' 
9.30 LOVE/CAT (1.16) 11PM 
8.30 SLBeauty (1.110.33 
Enquiries: Ph. 33772202 
8.30 BLISS (1.50) 10.25 
9pm Love/Cat (1.16) 10.20 
8,30 TIME TO KILL (2.29) 11.05 
9pm Love/Cat. (1.16) 10.20 
5.15 BrII. Lies (1.33) 6.55 
6.30 CONFESSIONAL (1,f|,.8:2.J 
7pm Cold Farm (1.43) 8.48 
6.30 BRL.LIES (IMS-OB 
7pm Love/Cat. (1 
7PM CT PEWUA 
8.30 BLISS (1.50) 10.25 
9pm Sweetie (1.36) 10.41 
8.30 BLISS ( I J ^ 10.25 
9pm Sweetie (1 i l l 10.41 
LAST D AiY 
\M}t:i:hW.i^t^maiMW:t:iwien\ 
VOTED: MOST PDPDIAR FIIM SEAniE FIIM FESTIVAL 
JOHN SCHLESINGER, famous for his diverse films from "Midnight Cowboy" to "Far From The Madding 
Crowd", takes delight in this mixture of elements from Jane Austen to Monty Python. A classic Eng-
lish comedy bristling with wit and hilarity and crammed with wonderful eccentrics. It stars IAN 
MCKELLEN. JOANNA LUMLEY and KATE BECKINSDALE. From the novel by Stella Gibbons, it is a 
parody of the earnest, earthy novel and this is a witty adaption. A neat and tidy young woman !al<es 
refuge with her country relations and once installed decides to clean up the farm and its inhabitants 
with wonderful results. 1.43 (G) 
A cultivated 
comedy from 
JOHN 
SCHLESINGER 
A FILM THAT EXPLORES THE TENUOUS ElUE THAT HOLDS SDGIETY TOGETHEH! 
RICHARD FRANKLIN'S adaption of DAVID WILLIAIWSON's play works powerfully on more than one 
leve, and this intelligent version is a riveting comedy drama on sexual harassmeent. Williamson's 
contention is that everybody lies about something, as one character notes 'To survive in the 90s 
you've got to be lucky, rich or a brilliant liar." A rare film about not necessarily desirable bedfollows. 
truth and justice. It will also have you laughing a lot at characters who reveal the most charming sides 
of their nature: self-obsession, moral evasions and wilful vengeance. 1.33 (M) 
m AHIHOHY 
CARIDES LA PAGLIA i 
DAVID WILLIAMSON'S ^ >  
BRILLIANT s a 
The bailie olllie sexes is now all out war. 
A BRILLIANT CINEMATIC OEBUT - STYLISH, INTRIGUING, SUSPENSEFUL... SMH 
ROBERT LEPAGE, acclaimed theatrical director, makes his cinema debut wilh this "film within a film*, 
split between two time frames and several central characters. A man returns to Quebec for his fa-
ther's funeral and begins unravelling family secrets, that germinated in 1952 - when his real mother 
knew a dashing Roman Catholic priest. This time frame allows the introduction of the shooting of 
Hitchcock's I CONFESS, and the overall result is a serious, engaging work, with a haunting emotional 
quality. FRENCH: Subtitled 1.50 (M) 
WINNER! B e s t F i lm, D i r e c t o r 
^ _ ^ CANADIAN ACAL>EMY AWARDS 
( onfessional 
V > LOTtlAIRE BLUTEAU iQRSTIN SCOH THOkUS 
MASTERPIECE • ITS EXPLURATION OF DESIRE, RARELY EQUALLED... Tlie Age MARCEL omi's MASTERPIECE m m 
MARCEL CARNE's film is to France what "Gone With The Wind" Is to America. A beautifully told tale of 
love and loss set in 19th Century Restoration Paris, The story is still engrossing and the perform-
ances are timeless - a masterpiece of complexity, that ranks on most critics' lists amongst the Great 
I films of all time. The screenplay is set in a 19lh Century theatre district In Paris "Boulevard du Crime" 
where life is farce, tragedy, melodrama, vaudeville, circus and pulp fiction. Made in 1945, il has stood 
the test of time and fifty years on reveals ever more diffuse meanings and mysteries in this cinematic 
masterpiece. 3.15 FRENCH (Subtitled) (PG) SCHOOL GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. STARRING: ARLETIY & JEAN-LOUIS BARRAULT 
SHARP, WTTY, INFECTIOUS... HILARIOUS, A SENSATION AT CANNES! 
EMMA-KATE CROGHAN's debut film has won acclaim from all over the world. She concentrates on a 
milieu and the sort of people that she knows. Set around the Film School at the Melbourne University, 
the canny combination of good writing and casting brings out the best in the characters. They are all 
unique and don't fit into your usual stereotypes. During the course of one day, four characters' paths 
cross a number of times in a number of different ways, before all problems are finally resolved. It is 
executed with charm and daring. A lesson In movie making for all budding film makersi 1.16 (M) 
Music by LJNdERqROUNd LOVERS 
C R U E I SEA TuMbUwEEd D A V E CRANcyS 
L0V8 i 
a n c l . o t t i e r 
patastrophes 

ctivities 
Weave 
Won 
oming Up 
Major Luchtlme Band, Pizza Caffe Free - 18th Sept 
Campus Comedy Club, Schonell Foyer - 19th Sepi 
Depart to'Canberra, see Weave at ANU - 8th Oct 
Weave in Nad Band Comp Finals ANU - 10th Oct 
jazzniks, Evening, Pizza Caffe Free - 18th Oct 
Simpltons, Lunchtime, Pizza Caffe Free - 23rd Ocl 
Oktoberfest, LegendzBar, Afternoon - 24th Oct 
Campus Comedy Club, Schonell Foyer - 30th Oct 
Weave beat the Likes of The Fred Band 
at the State Finals of the NAD National 
Band Comp and have secured their 
place in the National Finals in 
Canberra, October the 10th. Great 
songs, musicianship, style and charm 
won through. Credit also to rhe many 
supporters that travelled to Lismore 
to see them. 
STOP PRESS Major sponsors NAD are 
talk ing about a serious saving when 
UQ students purchase NAD HiFi gear. 
Oktoberfest 
By Robert DeN l ro 
is A Cummin 
You want a Ok tobe r fes t , Is that what y o u wan t , you want 
a f reak in f ree S te in , hey, is that wha t you r ask ing , you 
w a n t a f ree BBQ and a f@$#*8.''^ German Ompah band . 
You w a n t me to te l l you w h a t to do at Legendz bar on 
the f reak in Oc tobe r the 2 4 t h . Is that me your ask ing , 
you wan t to know about more deals be ing ar ranged there 
so you can s i t a round w i t h your Freakin Ste in , w e l l @!*&-
y o u . 
What Robert is t r y i n g to say is that the Oc tobe r f es t is 
c o m i n g . 
SKI TRIP WINNERS 
Rob hands over the Dorritos 
Scavenger [4unt Comp first prize of 
a Ski Trip for four to Sussanah Kerr, 
Siobhan Cusack, Nasifa Lavia and 
Natasch Sorenson (and a copper 
drawing a gun?) 
Its A Right Riveting 
Experience 
The Campus Comedy Club is up and running. 
This is only the second Stand Up Comedy Club 
to open in Brisbane. It is happening once a 
month in the Schonell Foyer and people are 
going for it. We have the mood, the low lights, 
the bar, the comedians and we chucked out 
Seinfield cos he's a pain in the arse and far too 
smarmy for my liking. For proper comedy at 
our first show we got in Paul Brasch and Jonathan 
Atherton both of whom have performed 
internationally including the Edinburgh fringe. 
This time we have an even better line up with Steve Allison, jimmy Poulus. 
Andrew Roper and UQ Law boys. Them. Tickets are brilliant value at $5.00, 
the doors open at 7.00pm on Thursday the 19th of September. The show after 
that is on October the 30th. 
If you are brave enough and you think you can cut the mustard with a crowd 
then contact me. I am looking for more UQ student acts to do stand up support 
at The Campus Comedy Ciub. Telephone Nigel on 3377 2Z02. 
) O N T FORGET - FOR GUARANTEED PANT 
VETTING FUN COME TO THE C A M P U S 
:OMEDY CLUB 
THE i 
Them 
Paul 
is: Rob Wainv;right, 
Osuch and Damien 
STEVE ALLISOM 
7lM^^Y pouLOs 
ANPREW B-OPER 
rwm 
PLUS MORE 
^ i 
/ / 
THURSPAY 5EPT IITH 
ENTRY 
THE SCHONELL THEATRE FOYER 
OUEENSLANP WNlVERSlTY 
7.00PW START 
LICENSEP BAR 
FOOP 
iTie transition irom oemg a covers Dana to an originals band, is never easy. Ttirow 
in the fact that you have one of the most successful and sought after covers band in 
Brisbane and the transition becomes all the more difficult. 
This is the task local band Alimony are facing and approaching with extreme confi-
dence and optimism. 
These five lads from Brisbane have been playing together for three years 
and have built up a strong following as a covers band. They are now striv-
ing to gain recognition on their new product, Cousin Em, an all originals 
band. 
The 'nucleus' of the band formed in 1993 with vocalist Andrew Hunt, bass 
player Brendan Wilson and Davin Patterson on keyboards. After stealing 
drummer Iain Wilson and guitarist Mirko Ruckels from two local hands the 
line up for Alimony was thus completed. .. 
Three years and a few changes later, Cousin Em has emerged. While the hne 
up remains the same,, the members have changed their whole perception and 
theory of "original music". . ^ J 
We fortunates had a chat witli Davin and Anus (Brendan), fiwo of the creative j i 
forces behind dousin Em. ^ . M 
Project 
'ousin 
ReadY for 
ANUS: At the time we got into music aU the bigger groups 
i 
., DAVIN: We always had a long-term goajl of doing our J 
Unbeknown to many, Alimony, their covers project released two fl 
mildly successful CDs Woof and Anomaly, but felt their. 5riginal materi- " 
,al was written to satisfy their covers audience. ' .^  
' D^VIN: When we were playing Alimony originals,.it was to a covers' 
•in town were covei? bands, 
music however. 
We had ambitions to gain the same high standard. 
•AMIS: Alimony's influence has been Umited %o, a local market... 
'.crowd. We felt our songs had to fit 
It's been se^through' ' |»e eyes of pec 
0 that particular mould. 
3le as a "local band". 
lANUS: Most covers gigs are now opening up to original music..Friday's, Her Majesy's'have aU got original circuits happening 
1 
I So the decision was made. But where did that leave Ahmony? 
'ANUS: We've taken Alimony to a point where it' can't go any further. . The profile as a o3 
it'sipeak...we've used Alimony as a lab rat,to get to a poiiit., to iron out the kinks in th 1 
,, , ' , According to'Davin, Alimony, is not yet .'1 
i ' , • ' i :• 'r doingiwith Cousin Em." Under the new''^ 
• • • new found freedom in the songs they ca .1 
d has reached 
However,^  the decision to create"'« 
new monster was not made ir 
•"' haste. Apcording to Davin th( 
band was apprehensive.ahou' 
the change; "We put all thii 
vjTork into'Alimony,^  into getting ^ 
I profile, however we thought w;« 
could make the transition tc 
• originals.'' The expansion ol 
original yenues in and aroimc 
Brisbane also heightened the 
band's awareness of the need foi 
fresh, new music 
iburied but.that the Alimony gigs "are fimding.what we're , 
';• band has broken their "covers mould".and have gained a 
AJmS: Cousin Em gives us a chance to do our own thing to a whple new crowd, Uke it's^ 
I \ . • ' 1 • . ; 
beginning. 
Whilst each member participates in the writing of songs, the band's "catalogue of music", alias Mirko Ruckels, is in a class of his own. 
f-'to him...He interprets the mood rea AOTJS: Mirko is just a prolific writer, we all write but none 'o 
innirtftnt^ .n.1 hut .••itiiifs^ft;.,-. a sense of the mood he was '* 
• US c a n 
Iting in. 
i well, even if the lyrics ar^ e sometimes 
Their diversity Is what gives Cousin Em the edge above other local original bands 
DAVIN: Vye're five\t5uys with five different s ty l e s . . . 
• ,' - ' I t ' s important for the longevity of a hand to he djLverse 
They claim their music is to be formatted around a "basic melodic pop sounl 
Anus explains, "We write the kind of songs that you can go away after the; 
first listen and sing, they're easily digestible." 
However, with influences ranging from the gospel of Jeff Buckley to m; 
stream radio, it's difficult to label a distinct Cousin Em sound. According-
Davin, this diversity reflects each member's influences as well as keeping 
themselves and their audiences entertained. 
:> ^ . : m 
ANUS: If you keep yourself interested in what you're doing the best is always going to follow, so if you feel stale with your writing or the sound that you've j 
got coming across, being able to venture into new territory is ciuite a relief and very refreshing. 
After spending three years doing the hard yards with Alimony, Cousin Em plan this 
time to "leapfrog" straight to the industry. Unlike other bands, they have built a step-. 
ping stone which can enable them to do so. 
DAVIN: All we've basically done is sent out a demo with the line "If you like it call us." While we can't mention any deals, we can say that a few people have | 
in fact called. Therfore the name "Cousin Em" is on the Lips of many in the industry. By this, the band has already achieved one of their main goals. 
t>5 
^ ^ , , tUeir strong foundations and success in the Be 
which they feel confidence in their pi 
,^.atureholdforCoiudnEm? Theaosweci 
riAwl, these fiv^ ^ s are|.<^.^per£i»^^ ani!^ 
hds,' Em; 
iVf'"''' S8I 
polling iinittii 
Main Refectory 
Monday & Thursday 
Tuesday & Wednesday 
Friday 
Physiol Refec 
Monday to Thursday 
Biol Refec 
Monday & Thursday 
Tuesday & Wednesday 
Herston Medical School 
Monday & Tuesday 
Turbot Street 
Wednesday 
9.30am - 5,30pm 
9.30am - 9.00pm 
9.30am - 4.00pm 
12.00 noon-2.30pm 
12.00 noon- 2.30pm 
12,00 noon-2.30pm 
& 5.30pm - 7.30pm 
10.00am-2.00pm 
10.00am-2.00pm 
University of QLD 
Union 
1996 Annual 
General Elections 
Voie in the Union's 
Annual General 
Elections 
Held from 1 6 - 2 0 
September. 
BE IN IT-
MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT! 
AnniKil Elections 
. UQ Sport 
NoniifuUioris cJre now t)f}inc] cicceptecj for the following Executive positions at UQ SPORT for 
1996: 
. President 
Women's Vice President 
Men's Vice President " ^ 
Hon. Secretary 
•> Hon. Treasurer ., " ' x 
. ^ '-. 
Noniinations are also called for Council Delegates from each faculty, Part-time Students, and 
Post-Graduate Students. 
NofTiination forms and relevant information are available from the UQ SPORT Administration 
^ , Office. V "' • 
Nominations close at 5 pm on Friday. 30 August 1996. 
PHYSIOTHERAPY 
Are you Injured and In need of physiotherapy treatment? 
Are you a UQ student or staff member? 
If so, come In for an appointment at the University Physiotherapy Clinic... 
There is a smalt administration fee: 
Students: (4 sessions) $20 
Staff: (4 sessions) $35 
Ph: 3365 2232 or 3365 2019 
Monday - Friday 8.00am • 4.00pm 
(fully supervised treatment by Masters and 4th year physiotherapy students) 
Baseball Under 19 Competition 
Gold Coast Junior Baseball League ujiil be running an under 19 com-
petition on the Gold Coast this summer, commencing early Octoberv 
Eligible players must turn 16, f? or 18 this year. For yournearest 
participating club, or details of the senior competition, ring Hans on 
07 5573 1518 after 6pm. 
STREAKS 
120 
Short to Medium 
EYEBROW WAX 
LIP WAX 
CHIN WAX 
EYELASH TINT 
ALL SERVICES $5 
PH: 3371 1282 
NAILS with STYLE 
Full Set ACRYLIC 
130 
REFILLS 
$20 
HLORRAINEM 
f f MARTIN ll 
UCOUEGEH 
138 Albert St. 
Brisbane Q 4000 
Ph: 3BBn '7866 
r 1997 UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS 
f NOW AVAILABLE 
. . . g e t the edge you need!! 
APPLICATIONS CLOSE SEPTEMBER 13 
•Marketing • Computing * Public Relations * Desktop Publishing 
student Style Gut 
(Includiiig stiampool 
Ladies sISoQ Men $12QQ 
Colours f rom $ 2 0 : ID requ i i t d 
Piease esne i i far yoar FIEE eonsDitalion assessini W lace 
shape, hair type. teitDre&deQS'it). 
Horn f/l 8-4 r 8B W-f B'7 Sst 8-4 
PilfP 
PRECISION 
UUIU 
London li'alned Hairstylist 
59 Edward St Brisbane 
3221 8463 
pandemonium Theatre, Presents. 
aim -
HAIR e^C^EAUTY 
HAIR DESIGN 
NAILS 
BEAUTY THERAPY 
NATURAL THERAPY 
we welcome all students 
266 Swann Road St. Lucia 
next to Gailey Rd Fiveways 
T\w one x t P13VS. 
"PlBY" by Samuel Beckett 
' "in camera" by Jean-Paul Sartre. 
• 4th"21St.SEPTE,h/lBER 
•>, W E D - S A T 8 p m -^  ; , 
- TICKETS • 
' S 1 5 / S 1 0 ,, 
! . . ^ . \ 
,, • ' • ^ $ 7 . 5 0 ^ , . .. 
CEMENT BOX 
THEATRE 
union Road, St Lucia 
3377' 2 240 
r'^v 
/;..;.. 
¥ A P 
f .:. -r: ••• : 
f"''i':'-'--'.-"-- ••''- / 
' i . ' j . - " ; , - ' - . ' • . ; - • • • / 
wm 
Wednesday S5th - SSth September 1||MA 
Tuesday 1st - Saturday 5th 
Cement Box Theatre 8pm 
l'& 
R 
Discoimt for group bookings 
$15/ $10 
Ph: 3377 2S40 
For more details please contact either Michael Thyer on 3371 6268 
or Amanda Beer on 3878 2413 
•'*:^ '^ '*1 
m 
EATU 
STEVE 
7IHAHAY POOLOS 
ANPREW ROPER 
m^. 
t^'J'.S'' 
ENTRY 
"HE 5CH0NEU THEATRE FOVER 
aOEENSLANP UNIVERSITY 
'.OOP^A START 
.iCENSEP BAR 
FOOP 
TKI^ETS 
AVAIL/IPIE FROM THE 
WNION LOLLY SHOP 
OR ON THE POOR 
